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Mark Scheme / Level Descriptors
Level Examiner’s thoughts and questions: Details that examiners are looking for:

6 ● Has this student convinced me that 
they really understand the other 
layers of meaning in the text or 
multiple layers of meaning? 

● Do they have a structured essay with 
a critical argument? 

● Do I read their points and think 
they’re pretty perceptive for a 16 
year old in a two and a quarter hour 
exam?

Ideas and References (AO1):
● Focus on the text as a conscious construct
● Presentation of  a coherent argument
● Use references from the text dynamically to develop an argument / 

interpretation - this might involve linking different quotations from the extract 
and elsewhere in the text

Analysis (AO2):
● In depth analysis of writer’s craft: really look closely at the effects of a writer’s 

choice, linked closely to meanings
Context (AO3):

● Present a clear overview of the text in terms of writer’s purpose and context

5 ● Have they explored some good 
examples? 

● Have they added more thought to 
their points beyond just a relatively 
good understanding? 

● Have they considered a slightly 
deeper understanding?

Ideas and References (AO1)
● Responses start to really think about ideas in the question in a developed way
● Go deeper / broader than ‘this is what it means’ and start to explore layers of 

meaning using textual references to support their ideas
Analysis (AO2):

● Start to focus in a thoughtful way on specific elements of writer’s craft, linked to 
meanings

Context (AO3):
● Able to focus clearly on the abstract: themes and ideas, the writer’s purpose, 

intent and context

4 ● Are they showing me that they get it? 
● Do they clearly understand the 

meaning of the text? 
● They may not be exploring the text in 

a great depth yet, but they do show 
me that they can clearly apply the 
question to the text.

Ideas and References (AO1):
● Sustain (keep) a focus on an idea, question, or a particular technique
● Use references from the text effectively to support the idea/point being made

Analysis (AO2):
● Explain the effect of a writer’s method on the text with a clear focus on it 

having been consciously crafted to create meaning
Context (AO3):

● Start to unpick how the text works and what the writer is doing - in other words, 
start to show an understanding of why the writer has written the text

● Show an understanding of more abstract ideas / themes / context

3 ● Is this point explained relatively well 
AND relevant? 

● At this point it may still feel like 
they’re not clearly understanding the 
point, but they can explain what it 
means.

Ideas and References (AO1):
● Explained ideas - explanation of what they think and why they think it (use 

‘because’)
● Deal with the ‘whole’ text - demonstrate knowledge of the text as a whole 

(especially for extract-based tasks and comparative poetry)
● Select some references from the text to support what they are saying

Analysis (AO2):
● Identify the effects of one or more writers’ methods on meanings

Context (AO3):
● Show awareness of the concept of themes / ideas, if undeveloped

2 ● Is this point supported? 
● Relevant?

Ideas and References (AO1):
● Start to focus on the question, making comments generally relevant / linked to 

the task
● Support comments with explanation and references to the text

Analysis (AO2):
● Identify at least one method the writer has used, making some simple, 

straightforward comment on the meaning and effect
Context (AO3):

● Little awareness of the central themes / ideas of the text

1 ● Tell the story / describe text / re-count narrative
● Demonstrate limited grasp of the ideas the writer puts forward in a text
● Does not make effective use of quotations
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‘Macbeth’ - Model Responses
Level 4 - 20 Marks

Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s fears as overwhelming for 
Machiavellion Macbeth himself, and that these fears were 
inevitable and now control his actions and his words.
In the extract, Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s fears as 
extremely prevelant when Macbeth asks “who’s there?”. The use 
of the question connotes that naïve Macbeth is feeling a sense of 
paranoia, which shows his fear towards his surroundings. The use 
of “who’s”, meaning what person demonstrates to the audience 
that the brave Macbeth is feeling vulnerable, showing how his 
fears are overwhelming for him. Furthermore, when Macbeth is 
asking “who’s” there, the audience from listening to his previous 
speech about noble Banquo would think that Macbeth is afraid of 
his once bestfriend, demonstrating how Shakespeare presented 
Macbeth’s fears as overwhelming.
Additionally, in the extract Macbeth’s fears are shown to be 
inevitable due to the correlation to the divine right of kinds, which 
was very prevelent in the Elizabethan era, when Macbeth was 
written. Macbeth, when talking about Banquo says that Banquo 
was “hailed” to a “line of kings”. “Line of kings” illustrates how 
Macbeth’s fears are inevitable because he ruined the divine right 
of kings by murdering King Duncan in order to become the new 
king. Now Macbeth fears being murdered much the same way as 
Duncan was by him and Lady Macbeth. The noun “king” makes 
the audience remember King Duncan and how he trusted Macbeth 
and Lady Macbeth yet he was still brutally killed by them. 
Consequently, this shows how Macbeth’s fears were eventually 
going to happen, due to the interruption of the divine right of kings.
In the play as a whole, Macbeth’s fears are further shown as being 
too overwhelming for Macbeth when Lady Macbeth and himself 
are determing how to murder their noble king Duncan. Lady 
Macbeth begins to dominate Macbeth and become the leader of 
the plan as Macbeth does not want to kill Duncan himself. This 
shows how Macbeth was too overwhelmed by fear and the 
thought of consequences that he cannot go through with the 
malicious plan that him and Lady Macbeth came up with. 
Furthermore, Macbeth’s fears allow him to be left vulnerable for 
people to take advantage of. For example, Lady Macbeth tells 
Macbeth to be the “serpent” under the flower. The noun “serpent” 
connotes a sly person and someone vicious, yet when Macbeth is 
tasked to be evil and kill Duncan, like a “serpent” he cannot, due 
to the sheer amount of fear ingrained into Macbeth’s head, 
showing how it controlled his actions.
At the beginning of the play, Macbeth is afraid of the 3 witches as 
they begin to chant, “fair is foul and foul is fair”. This is a directly 
opposite approach than further on in the play as Macbeth begins 
to demand them around. The witches, supernatural beings, who 
were causing Macbeth fear at the beginning of the play yet none 
at the end also demonstrates how Macbeth’s fears become less 
about him as a person, but more about gaining and keeping his 
power, hence the fears Banquo, as he knows what Banquo can 
do. This shows how the fears were inevitable because of 
Macbeth’s attitude and demeanour.
In conclusion, throughout the extract and the play as a whole, 
Macbeth’s fears are presented by Shakespeare as inevitable due 
to his interference with nature and the divine right of kings, which 
in the Elizabethan era, was thought to be a huge part of society.

Level 5 - 23 Marks

It is evident from early in the play that Macbeth holds room for fear 
as when he hears the witches prophecies’, he is intrigued – only 
he lacks ‘the illness that should attend’ the actions required to 
become king. This metaphor used by Lady Macbeth in her 
soliloquy after she discovers the prophecies’ highlights how 
Macbeth does have ‘ambition’, he just lacks the courage or 
stereotypical masculine features that would enable him to murder 
Duncan. Thus suggesting that fear could have been one factor 
getting the better of Macbeth at the beginning. Although Macbeth 
overcomes this fear by murdering Duncan, it is made clear that 
one fear now turns towards fear of Banquos son’s becoming 
kings, as mentioned in the witches prophecies. In the extract, 
Macbeth states how there is ‘none but he, but being I do fear’. The 
explicit use of the adjective ‘fear’ indicates that Macbeth is a 
character who presents fear. In fact, he is presented as very 
insecure because he feels the need to take the prophecies’ into 
his own hands, and use his free will to become king. He is 
uncomfortable in allowing prophecies to come true over time, 
mirroring a sense of fear that they won’t come true. A Jacobean 
audience would have been mortified to know that Macbeth had 
disrupted the Divine Right of Kings to fulfill desires prompted by 
the supernatural. James I wrote that any supernatural was evil, so 
for an audience to see Macbeth so dedicated to the ‘imperfect 
speakers’ would have been absurd. If anything, a Jacobean 
audience would expect Macbeth to have fear towards the 
supernatural or the consequences of his actions.
In the extract, it is made clear that Macbeth murdering Duncan 
had put ‘rancours in one vessel of [his] peace’. The metaphor 
reflects how the murder of Duncan had disrupted Macbeth’s 
peace, which could be suggesting that Macbeth does have some 
fear towards the consequences of his actions. Alternatively, it 
could be presenting a slight sense of guilt through the mentioning 
of the word vessel. Vessels connote to blood, and blood is used 
throughout the play as a symbol for guilt. As a religious society, 
the Jacobeans would certainly expect Macbeth to feel guilt and 
fear his ‘deep damnation’ as the consequences of his actions. As 
the play progresses, Macbeths fear of losing the title of being king 
(once he becomes king) gets to intense that he murders the 
innocent wife and child of Macduff. They are ‘savagely 
slaughtered’, mirroring how a mixture of fear, ambition and desire 
have possessed Macbeth into becoming a wicked tyrant. The 
sibilance implies that Macduff’s innocent ‘wife and babe’ had a 
painful and brutal death. Furthermore, the adverb ‘savagely’ 
emphasises the wicked, merciless and evil character Macbeth has 
turned into. A Jacobean audience may have believed this was a 
result of Macbeths engagement with the supernatural, leading him 
down a dark path. Additionally, they would have been horrified to 
hear of a man to be as reckless to not only murder a king, but an 
innocent family too. A woman and child would not have been seen 
as such a threat, so one may be of the opinion that Macbeth had 
no reason to act so carelessly. However, this could be a result of 
his fear in losing control. Macbeth may have got so caught up in 
the idea of power, status and kingship that he feared a life without 
it, in which he completely lost sight of all this when he allowed 
ambition to overcome him.
In conclusion, I believe Shakespeare presents Macbeth as a 
character with a significant amount of fear, as well as ambition. 
Although both of these traits can be good in some people, it is 
evidently clear that is not the case with Macbeth. Macbeth fears 
the wrong things, such as losing control or not becoming king, 
causing him to do merciless murderings throughout the play. 
Macbeth should have had fear towards the supernatural instead, 
perhaps that wouldn’t have led him to his tragedy.

Level 6 - 30 Marks

Throughout Macbeth, Shakespeare explores Macbeth’s fears 
through his relationship with his wife, his friends, his own mortality, 
and the destiny supposedly meant for him, all while touching on 
greater ideas of appropriate kingship, the ‘Great Chain of Being’ 
and the supernatural.
In this extract, Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s fears through the 
way he speaks of the witches and his own position. Macbeth 
worries that his succession was perhaps in vain, and that his reign 
might be shortlived as he describes the ‘fruitless crown’ and 
‘barren sceptre’ the witches have supposedly supplied him with. 
The words ‘fruitless’ and ‘barren’ connote a sense of emptiness, 
and are suggestive of Macbeth’s worries that his ruthless road to 
succession was perhaps in vain, if the power and authority it 
entails proves to be ‘fruitless’. Importantly, this is a soliloqy of 
Macbeth, a time where he is alone, and can afford to speak true, 
which emphasises his worries in this scene as he speaks only to 
himself.
In the play as a whole, Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s fears 
through his recognition of a disruption in natural order. 
Shakespeare uses Macbeth, as a whole, to explore themes of the 
‘Great Chain of Being’, and ideas discussed in the ‘Dream of 
Scipio’ by Cicero, in which the Earth lies at the centre of a number 
of spheres, which contain different entities, like God, angels, 
animals, etc. Crucially, these spheres are interlinked, and are 
shown to be through the ripple effect Macbeth has caused through 
his transgressions. Macbeth worries about this disruption of order, 
talking about dead people ‘rising again’ and even to the point of 
‘pushing us from our stools’. In the latter quote, Shakespeare uses 
a metaphor with double meaning to emphasise Macbeth’s worry – 
he is literally ‘pushed’ from his stool when he sees Banqo in his 
seat at the Banquet, and worries that he’ll soon be ‘pushed’ from 
his ‘stool’, which is the throne. Shakespeare intertwines ideas of 
disruption of the macrocosm and Macbeths actions to 
demonstrate the magnitude of his actions.
Furthermore, Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s fears further in 
Macbeth’s soliloquy at the end of the play. The use of ‘tomorrow, 
tomorrow, tomorrow’ serves as testament to Macbeth’s soliloquy, 
whereby he realises that his whole life is ruined and that he’s truly 
damned. The repetition of ‘tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow’ and its 
slow vowel sounds are reflective of his life having also slowed 
down, now at a ‘petty pace’, and his now nihilistic attitude towards 
his life. His use of ‘Out, brief candle’ echoes Lady Macbeth’s ‘Out, 
out damned spot’, and places them in parallel as they recognise 
their actions and damnations.
Shakespeare continues to present Macbeth’s fears through his 
relationship with fate and the witches. Shakespeare has left the 
role of fate ambiguous throughout Macbeth, as he blurs the lines 
between destiny and free will. Importantly for Macbeth, however, 
he regards date and the witches as his ‘insurance’ of sorts, ever 
since he hears the witches prophecy and that ‘[he] shall be king’, 
and only realises towards the end of his life that he’s been misled 
through both his own ambition and the witches prophecy. He uses 
‘to doubt th’ equivocation of the fiend, that lies like truth’ to suggest 
his own recognition and worry about the fact he’s been, or has 
himself, led astray. The use of ‘lies like truth’ is reflective of the 
dual and ambiguous note of the witches’ prophecy, and further 
sets Macbeth up as a tragic character as sympathy from the 
audience is evoked through his now isolated and ‘damned’ state.
Finally, Macbeth’s fears are explored by Shakespeare through his 
relationship with Banquo. In the extract provided Macbeth 
mentions Banquo as one ‘with a wisdom that doth guide his 
valour/To act in safety’, which sets him up as a point of 
comparison to Macbeth. Banquo is ‘wise’, ‘rational’, and less 
inclined to act for personal ambition, all traits which Macbeth 
worries about, as he says ‘there is none but he whose being do I 
fear’. A stress on ‘he’ is emphatic of the high regard Macbeth holds 
for Banquo in some respects, as Macbeth worries, and is perhaps 
even jealous, of Banquo’s mental fortitude and restraint.
In overview, Shakespeare explores Macbeth’s fears throughout 
the play in every stage of his life, as he progresses to the throne, 
and eventually to his demise. Shakespeare weaves together ideas 
of the disruption of the natural order, fate, and Macbeth’s own 
mortality to emphasise his various emotions in light of the 
recognition of his transgressions.

Question:

Starting with this extract, explore how Shakespeare presents 
Macbeth’s fears.
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‘Dr Jekyll’ - Model Responses
Starting with this extract, explore how 
Stevenson presents Dr Jekyll as a mysterious 
character.

Level 4 16/30
To be mysterious is to be secretive and ominous. In 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s gothic novella ‘The 
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde’ Dr Jekyll is 
presented as a mysterious character through his 
juxtaposing actions. Dr Jekyll’s attitudes and 
personality is shown to rapidly jump from one 
extreme to the other.
In the extract, Stevenson presents Dr Jekyll as 
mysterious firstly when he describes how “a new life 
began for Dr Jekyll”, “he did good” and “renewed 
relationships with friends”. But then Stevenson 
describes how “the doctor was confined to the 
house”. Stevenson purposely juxtaposes these two 
paragraphs in order to effectively display how 
quickly Dr Jekyll changes; this creates a strong 
sense of mystery around Dr Jekyll – who is meant 
to be a respected, reputable Victorian gentleman. 
Additionally, Stevenson’s use of the verb “confined” 
portrays that it is against his will, that Dr Jekyll must 
stay in the confines of this cage (the house). This 
further builds mystery around Dr Jekyll by 
comparing him to an animal or convict that must be 
caged. Furthermore, Stevenson describes how “on 
the 16th (Utterson) tried again, and was again 
refused”. The effective use of the repetition of the 
lexical choice “again” displays Mr Utterson’s great 
desperation to see Dr Jekyll; this creates a sense of 
worry and mystery in the extract. Alternatively, this 
could perhaps display how desperate Dr Jekyll is to 
get to his “return of solitude” as he turns Utterson 
away multiple times; once again this creates a 
strong sense of mystery toward Dr Jekyll. Also, the 
noun “solitude” has mysterious connotations 
towards being alone. Stevenson also purposely 
describes how on “the sixth (Dr Jekyll) betook 
himself to Dr. Lanyon’s.” This further adds to the 
mystery of Dr Jekyll as he refuses to see anyone for 
five days previous then suddenly visits another 
scientist, Dr. Lanyon.
We first see Dr. Jekyll as mysterious in chapter I, 
when we learn how Mr Hyde “trampled calmly” over 
a young girl. When Hyde is caught and forced to 
pay he gives the child’s parents a cheque of £100 
with the name of Dr Jekyll. This creates a strong 
sense of mystery around both Jekyll and Hyde, it 
also creates many questions. This is due to the 
complete contrast between Dr Jekyll (a reputable, 
traditional gentleman) and Mr Hyde (a heinous, 
troglodytic, evil character).
Furthermore, Stevenson presents Dr Jekyll as 
mysterious when Jekyll gives Utterson his will that 
leaves all of his assets to the disturbing Mr Hyde. 
This strongly portrays Jekyll as mysterious due to 
the sheer contrast between Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – 
they are opposites.
In Robert Louis Stevenson’s ‘gothic novella’ The 
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde’ Dr Jekyll is 
portrayed effectively as mysterious through his 
contrasting actions and his affiliation with the 
“troglodytic” Mr Hyde. Stevenson is trying to state 
that even those that are most respected are 
capable of evil. He leaves a message with his 
readers to not trust anyone as everyone is capable 
of anything.

Starting with this extract, explore how Stevenson 
presents Dr Jekyll as a mysterious character.

Level 5 22/30
Mystery and secrecy are important themes within 
Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 
By the end, we know that Jekyll has been keeping a secret 
throughout the entire course of the book. However, 
Stevenson hints at this throughout by presenting Dr Jekyll 
as a mysterious character. Through his change in behaviour 
and appearance as well as the suspicious friends Jekyll 
finds himself with, he becomes a mystery to everyone 
around him, even his closest friends.
Throughout the novela, as well as the extract, Dr Jekyll has 
drastic, and often sudden, changes in his behaviour. After 
the death of Sir Danvers, Jekyll is happier, more open and 
comes “out of his seclusion”. However, after only 2 months 
“The doctor [is] confined to the house” once more. The 
juxtaposition between the two attitudes presents Jekyll as 
an ever changing man and his mysterious nature is 
highlighted by the unknown reason behind both changes. 
This emphasises how Jekyll keeps to himself and his once 
closest friends, now no longer know him, emphasising his 
mysterious nature. The verb “secluded” implies that it was 
not a choice he made himself and perhaps he was 
“secluded” by society. The verb “confined” further highlights 
this idea and pushes the mysterious nature of Jekyll as 
there is an unknown force or being that is keeping him 
hidden away in his house. This happens again later on 
when Utterson and Einfield pass by Jekyll at a window on 
their walk. Amist a normal conversation “a sudden coolness 
came about his eyes” and Jekyll secluded himself to his 
house once more. The verb “sudden” further itterates the 
strange, and seemingly unprovoked, changes in Jekyll’s 
behaviour. This highlighs the mysterious nature of Jekyll’s 
character and sets up the foreshadowing that Jekyll and 
Hyde are truly one in the same.
The mystery of Jekyll is also illustrated through his 
accquaintances. As Jekyll grows further away from Lanyon 
and Utterson, he grown closer with Mr Hyde. In reflection, 
Utterson remarks that “now that that evil influence had been 
withdrawn” Jekyll, Lanyon and himself can return to “the old 
days”. The use of the verbs “influence” and “withdrawn” 
highlight the morose effect Hyde had on Jekyll. Hyde is 
“evil” and clearly changed how Jekyll acted. This highlights 
Jekyll’s mysteriousness because he was a well respected, 
Victorian gentleman. This meant that it was strange the 
Jekyll hung out with detestable people like Hyde. At the 
time, Hyde’s bad actions could have sullied Jekyll’s name. 
This emphasises Jekylls mysterious nature as there is no 
good and proper reason why the two gentleman would be 
friends. Earlier, Utterson had suspected the Hyde was 
blackmailing Jekyll, but Jekyll reassured him that whenever 
he choses he “can be rid of Mr Hyde”. This further suggests 
that Jekyll and Hyde are in less proper speculation if he can 
be rid of him so freely. It pushes the idea that Jekyll is 
mysterious because if Jekyll is sure he can so easily be rid 
of Hyde, who do the two remain in touch? The fact that 
Jekyll was a Victorian gentleman only helps this idea as 
society forced men to repress desires that they viewed as 
improper or unadmerable. This meant that many men snuck 
about town in secret to fulfil these desires. Through both 
Jekyll’s reputation as a Victorian gentleman and his 
reputation through his friends, Stevenson highlights Jekylls 
mysterious character.
Along with a change in behaviour, Jekyll’s appearance 
frequently changes. When we are first introduced to Jekyll, 
he is a “handsome, red faced man”. The adjective 
“handsome” illustrates how Jekyll fulfils the beauty ideals for 
men at the time. However, this is juxtaposed when we find 
Jekyll sick and pale looking. The contrast in appearance 
highlights Jekyll’s mysterious nature as there is no reason 
for his change or unexplainable, sudden sickness. In the 
extract, Jekyll once more is open and brigh[er]”. The 
adjectives “open” and “brighter” further demonstrate the 
appeling appearance of Jekyll when he is healthy and 
contrasts his previously sick look. However, he changes 
again as a “sudden coolness comes about” him. The 
contrast throughout the book further emphasise Jekyll’s 
mysterious nature as Stevenson presents him as a man 
who unexplainably changes.
In conclusion, Jekyll is unpredictable throughout but his 
mysterious nature is highlighted by the fact that Stevenson 
doesn’t give an explanation at the time as to why this is. 
This further foreshadows the ending of the book and reflects 
how despite being a Victorian gentleman, Jekyll is not 
excluded from socially immoral behaviour at the time.

Starting with this extract, how is mystery presented in Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde?

Throughout the text Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Stevenson builds up several moments of 
mystery to build up tension in the reader and create greater anticipation before the 
revelation at the end. Stevenson shapes mystery in the text through Hyde’s violent and 
unexpected behaviour, Lanyon’s strange death and the duality shown in the confusing 
relationship between Jekyll, a man of reputation, and Hyde, a murderer, as well as the 
strange door in contrast to the pleasant street.
In the extract, before we learn that the extract concerns Enfield and Utterson visiting Dr 
Jekyll, mystery is created through abnormal weather. Stevenson’s pathetic fallacy sets the 
eerie tone for the extract as we are told that the court is ‘very cool’ and ‘a little damp’ and 
‘full of premature twilight.’ This immediately creates an unsettling feeling and tension is built 
as something does not feel right. That fact that court is ‘cool’ and ‘damp’ builds a setting that 
is typical of gothic literature, particularly foreshadowing that something awful is about to 
happen. This is furthered as ‘twilight’ has connotations of darkness, something which 
typically connotes evil and suffering, making the reader anticipate something terrifying. This 
is even more prominent when we realise that the ‘twilight’ is ‘premature’ and that outside of 
the courtyard the sun still shines. This isolates Jekyll’s courtyard and identifies it as having a 
supernatural atmosphere and as being a place of danger. As Jekyll has been described 
previously as a Victorian gentleman who has friends with high ‘reputations’ this builds 
mystery for the reader as they cannot comprehend how he could be related to such dark 
and gothic imagery. 
This is not the only time that Stevenson uses setting to create mystery. In the opening 
chapter he juxtaposes the ‘sinister’ door that is ‘blistered’ and ‘distained’ against a very 
pleasant street. The adjectives used imply that the door is a place of pain and is a menacing 
and threatening residence. Of course, this is mysterious to the reader (as they do not know 
that the stained door of Jekyll’s home parallels that Hyde is a stain on Jekyll’s life) and so 
they are left to wonder why it looks like this, especially as the street it is on is compared to 
‘smiling saleswomen.’ This alliteration suggests that the street is inviting and welcoming and 
filled with friendly faces – a complete contrast to the door. This evokes plenty of questions in 
the reader as they try to work out the mystery behind the door. Arguably, Stevenson was 
inspired to write about mysterious and contrasting settings due to his own experiences in 
Edinburgh. Despite living in the wealthy and highly regarded section of Edinburgh, 
Stevenson couldn’t help but be drawn to the mysterious darker alleyways and disconcerting 
parts of old Edinburgh.
Mystery is also developed in the extract due to Dr Jekyll’s unusual behaviour, especially 
towards a friend for whom he ‘cherished a sincere affection’. The way Jekyll ‘thrust’ the 
window down portrays his sudden panic and alarm. However, as neither Utterson nor 
Enfield (or a Victorian reader upon their first reading of the text) are aware that Hyde is 
spontaneously taking over, this creates great mystery and suspicion in the reader. The verb 
is almost violent, very out of a character for Jekyll, causing even greater mystery as the 
reader is not used to such shocking behaviour from him. Perhaps, Stevenson’s vocabulary 
choice is to imply that Jekyll’s ‘thrust[ing]’ of the window is meant to mirror the way that 
Hyde has ‘thrust’ himself upon Jekyll. 
This sense of mystery is built upon in the responses of Utterson and Enfield. Stevenson 
creates a semantic field of fear using ‘pale’, ‘horror’ and ‘silence’ to portray exactly how 
startling Jekyll’s unusual behaviour is. The adjective ‘pale’ implies that both men feel 
physically unwell or even shell-shocked by what they have glimpsed - which is not revealed 
to the reader – heightening the tension and mystery. This is reiterated in the ‘silence’ as if 
they are almost speechless with fear but, again, the reader is left hanging over the situation. 
The only speech that punctuates the ‘silence’ is Utterson’s repetitive cry of ‘God forgive us, 
God forgive us’ which implies to a Victorian reader that whatever he has seen is both scarily 
unforgettable and a sin. During the Victorian period, religion was a heavy influence and for 
Utterson, who has only witnessed something frightening, to ask for God’s forgiveness 
emphasises the sheer revulsion and implies that it is something unlawful and unnatural. 
Desperate to discover the truth around this growing mystery, the reader would be on the 
edge of their seats reading. 
A sense of mystery is also created through Hyde’s violent actions, which went against both 
Victorian society and their values based on reputation, as well as against God and religion. 
In chapter one, we are told that he ‘trampled calmly’ and left a ‘girl’ on the ground 
‘screaming.’ This oxymoron is shocking to the reader as it connotes brutality and cruelty – 
mysterious behaviour when society was so focused on maintaining a polished reputation. 
The adverb ‘calmly’ intensifies this as it suggests Hyde acted without any sense of 
compassion or remorse, something that is particularly shocking when we consider that he 
did this to a young ‘girl’, the epitome of innocence and purity. In this opening chapter, when 
we first hear about Hyde, let alone meet him, the reader is flummoxed by his mysterious 
behaviour. 
This is emphasised even further in chapter 4 when, unprovoked, Hyde murder Sir Danvers 
in cold blood. Stevenson’s description of how with ‘ape-like fury’ Hyde ‘clubbed Sir Danvers’ 
is outrageous and, again, bewilders the reader who are focused on his out of place and 
mysterious behaviour. The simile ‘ape-like fury’ implies how animalistic Hyde is and how he 
is untameable and unpredictable. In a period when reputation was everything, it is a great 
mystery to the reader as to how he would step out of line like this. By acting like an animal, 
Hyde does not conform to society’s expectations. In fact, this image coupled with the verb 
‘clubbed’ implies Hyde is primitive and dangerous, much like Darwin was expressing in his 
controversial book Theory of Evolution. Hyde’s destructive nature is built on in the 
metaphorical quote ‘great flame of anger’ which implies that he is unable to control the rage 
within him. In fact, Stevenson compares it to a flame, something that is destructive and 
powerful and can easily flair out of control, making it unpredictable like Hyde. Perhaps the 
colours of the flame, red and orange, are designed to warn against Hyde, another mystery 
as we would assume that he is approachable and respectable based on his relationship 
with Jekyll. However, this violent and brutal behaviour only adds to the enigma of why such 
a reputable man would be associated with a brute like Hyde. 
Finally, mystery is presented in the sudden and unexpected death of Dr Lanyon. Previously 
described as ‘rosy’, suggesting health and happiness, Lanyon rapidly deteriorates for no 
clear reason, suddenly moving to ‘pale’ with a ‘death warrant written upon his face.’ This 
metaphorical description connotes that Dr Lanyon’s death is inevitable and inescapable as 
a ‘warrant’ is confirmed and guaranteed so Dr Lanyon can’t escape his fate of death. 
Furthermore, not only is it mysterious that he has had a rapid decline in health but a 
‘warrant’ is usually signed by someone hinting that someone is responsible for Dr Lanyon’s 
mysterious and tragic demise, which is clearly shocking enough to be ‘written’ on his 
appearance. In fact, Stevenson goes so far as to say that is was a ‘swift physical decay’ 
where ‘decay’ suggests that Lanyon is literally rotting and decomposing, a grotesque image 
that appals the reader but reinforces that sense of mystery once more. 
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‘An Inspector Calls’ - Model Responses
Level 4 - 16/30
In the play An Inspector Calls Priestley presents inequality in 
society leads to tragedy. This can be shown through the 
characterisation of the Birling family. This exposes the way and 
how cruel the bourgeiosie are to the proletariat.
In the play An Inspector Calls Priestley establishes how inequality 
in society leads to tragedy. This can be shown when Mr Birling 
says “hard-headed practical man of business.” The metaphor 
“hard-headed” can suggest that for what he is doing they need a 
man who knows exactly what they are doing which characterises 
Mr Birling as quite arrogant because it is like he is the only person 
who knows that he is doing. He is being a bit big-headed because 
he is saying no one else can do what he can do. This makes the 
reader feel annoyed with Mr Birling because he is being rude to 
his employees which usually would be the proletariat. This shows 
how badly they were treated by the bourgeoisie and shows the 
impact of a capitalist society.
In the play An Inspector Calls Priestley reinforces how inequality in 
society leads to tragedy. This can be shown where Sheila says 
“these women are not cheap labour they are people”. The 
adjective “cheap” is dehumanising women who works for him by 
saying they are basically just objects. This shows his Sheila feels 
about the inequality and about how Mr Birling is treating his 
workers. This shows how Sheila’s views go from a capitalist to 
socialist views due to how they were treated. This makes the 
reader feel that Sheila is standing up for her own beliefs and how 
the bourgeiosie treated the proletariat poorly. This makes the 
reader feel happy because it shows that Sheila can take social 
responsibility.
In the play An Inspector Calls Priestley confirms the idea how 
inequality in society leads to tragedy. This can be shown through 
Inspector Goole’s monologue near the end of the play where it 
says “millions and millions and millions of John Smiths and Eva 
Smiths out there.” The use of triadic structure can be shown when 
it says “millions” this can infer that there are a bunch of people 
who get treated the same way by the bourgeoisie to the proletariat 
because “Eva Smith and John Smith” are very popular names to 
show how badly they are treated. This makes the reader feel quite 
annoyed with the Birling family because they are one of many 
families who treated proletariats poorly
In conclusion Priestley exposes how the bourgeoisie treat the 
proletariat and how they should take social responsibility through 
their own lives and the bourgeoisie should take socialist views.

Level 5 - 20/30
In Inspector Calls Priestley shows how inequality in society leads 
to tragedy through the use of Eva Smith and the Birling Family. At 
the beginning all the Birlings are immature and irresponsible and 
all played a part in Eva’s death. “the lighting should be pink and 
intimate until the Inspector arrives then it should be brighter and 
harder” this gives an interrogating feeling from the inspector. “pink” 
suggests the rose tinted glass of the capitalist class and now they 
are blinded to the prolatariats problems.
At the end the younger generation such as Sheila realises what 
she has done and she becomes more socially responsible as the 
older generation Arthur and Sybill Birling remain unaware and 
don’t want a public scandal or to destroy their reputation and ruin 
Mr Birling’s knighthood.
Priestley is critisizing the treatment or the prolatariat from the 
bourgiosie as they cannot take advantage of them shown by the 
Birlings. Priestley also critisizes the lack of social responsibility 
shown from the capitalist class and the older generation. The 
capitalist class is presented as unaware and irresponsible in the 
play as Mr Birling believes that there will be no war and “titanic… 
unsinkable” this suggests the capitalist class are ignorant and 
idiotic as both events happened.
Priestley wants to see an increase in social responsibility from 
everyone. He also wants to see a change in treatment towards the 
working class and an increase in minimum wage in society. 
Priestley aims to transform people to become more socialist and 
live in a society of sharing and wants people not to be treated on 
their appearance or wealth.
One key moment in the play is when the Inspector reveals the 
death from Eva Smith to the Birlings and the Inspector points out 
that “there are millions and millions of Eva Smiths and John 
Smiths” this suggests that because ‘Smith’ is suggested to be the 
most common last name, that it symbolises all of the working 
classes and everything that has happened to Eva Smith is 
happening to all prolatariat people. Also the name ‘Eva’ is from the 
bible which suggests women in a patriarchal society are treated 
with less respect than men and Priestley wants to see that 
changed.
Another key moment is the realisation from the younger 
generation (Sheila) that the capitalist class poorly treating the 
prolatariat and Sheila becomes more socially responsible and is 
one of which who is able to change. Once the Inspector leaves 
Sheila becomes the voice of the Inspector and therefore the face 
of socialism as a whole. Sheila turns from immature at the start 
from saying “mummy” to saying “mother” and being much more 
responsible especially for a women in a partiachal society and has 
realised the tradgedy inequality causes.
The older Birlings then realise that it wasn’t a real police Inspector 
and begin to celebrate as their reputation has not been ruined as 
Sheila and Eric are socially responsible. They then recieve a 
phone call saying of an Inspector coming to visit which suggests 
this cyclic structure could be repeated again.
In conclusion it is arguable whether the younger generation will 
remain socialist or return to their immature ways.

Level 6 - 30/30
In An Inspector Calls, Priestley uses a chain of event to lead to a 
tragedy, he uses Eva Smith as the victim of society and shows the 
inequality in society through the tragedy and pain inflicted upon 
Eva to propagate his own socialist agenda.
The Inspector acts as an omniscient mouthpiece for Priestley. He 
knows everything without being told and conducts ‘one line of 
enquiry at a time’. He first questions Mr Birling, a ‘hard headed 
practical man of business’. He fires Eva because ‘she had too 
much to say’, he takes advantage of his position of power to fire 
Eva, which is ironic because earlier in the play he claims ‘I know – 
I talk too much’, he too is guilty of ‘having too much to say’ and 
perhaps Eva reminded him of himself when he was rising up the 
social ladder. However, Eva was fired for a completely injustified 
reason which makes us feel sympathy for her early on establishing 
her role as the victim of society and the fact that she loses her job 
due to nothing more than asking for more pay – which was 
completely justified – demonstrates how unfair society is. Eva gets 
fired for one ‘mistake’ but others, especially men in the play get 
away with far worse.
Another way society is presented as unfair is through the 
sheltered daughter, Sheila Birling. Immediately after she finds out 
about the suicide she asks ‘How horrible! Was she pretty?’ Sheila 
finds herself only caring about others if they are physically 
attractive. She sees people as a product and categorises them, if 
they are ‘pretty’ she is interested. Additionally, she gets Eva fired 
from Milwards due to her own insecurities. She claims ‘if she was 
a miserable, plain little creature, I wouldn’t have done it’. Once 
again, Sheila care only about outward attractiveness and how 
because Eva was attractive, gets her fired. This shows how 
inequal society is as Sheila abuses her power as ‘the daughter of 
a good family’ to get Eva fired easily and also, that Eva tragecially 
loses her job due to her appearance, she is either too pretty or not 
pretty enough. She is not a person but a ‘creature’ to Sheila. After, 
she is fired from Milwards she has to turn to ‘other thing’ and gets 
a job at Palace Bar. Gerald claims it was ‘the town haunt for girl’s 
of that sort’, his euphesism when talking about prostitutes shows 
how he does not consider her to even be a person. Gerald takes 
advantage of her situation to take her to his friend’s apartment. He 
claims ‘I didn’t install her there to make love to her, but he admits 
to ‘install[ing]’ her like she is an appliance or furniture not a 
person, this shows how horrible she was treated by society and 
the upper classes attitudes to the lower class like Eva and how 
detrimental these attitudes can be to drive someone to kill 
themselves.
Then, we have Eric who took advantage of Eva and raped her 
‘stealing’ from his father to ‘help’ her. Eric is presented as a typical 
upper class man ‘familiar with heavy drinking’. He believes there 
are no consequences to his actions and does as he pleases 
including impregnating Eva, with no support provided to her. He 
simply does thinks for his pleasure and moves on to the next 
thing. This shows how inequal society is as men like Eric can do 
whatever they want and take no accountability for it, leaving poor 
women like Eva to ‘pick up the pieces’. Eva had to care for herself 
after being traumatised over and over by the same family. Eva is 
left to deal with the aftermath of Eric’s actions all by herself and 
bear the child of her rapist.
Lastly, we have the ‘rather cold’ Mrs Birling. She ran the Brumley’s 
women charity and uses her position of power to ensure Eva does 
not get the help she needs – perhaps that’s how Sheila learnt to 
do what she did – by using her vote. Mrs Birling thinks she ‘did 
nothing wrong’ and says so repeatedly perhaps because she 
actually feels sympathy and remorse for Eva. Mrs Birling 
represents how biased society is and system that are supposed to 
help the less fortunate as once again the person in power is a 
wealthy, priveliged person who would not understand the plight of 
the working class as they have never been in that position. The 
inequality Eva faces overall leads to her demise.
The Inspector Goole acts as vengenance for Eva by ‘haunting’ the 
family and disrupting their comfortable, sheltered lives and harshly 
pulling them out of their oblivion and ignorance. The cyclic nature 
of the play shows us how the Inspector using the door bell 
intrudes upon their lives to wreck it the way they wrecked Eva’s 
life.
Priestley also, uses the chain of events to present is as an even 
more horrendous tragedy as it was preventable if only one person 
chose not to do what they did, the chain would break not leading 
the next event and ultimately not leading to Eva’s demise.
Priestley, eventually creates a hell loop for the Birlings the whole 
thing will repeat itself over and over till they all take accountability. 
But, they are all high class people, especially, Mrs and Mr Birling. 
They might never take responsibility as this inequality benefits 
them, they do not want to change a system that works for them 
and would rather live in ignorance which could lead to a tragedy 
again and again to all those ‘millions and millions of Eva Smith’s 
and John Smith’s’ all because of inequality, they will always be 
treated badly.

Questions:
Either

How far does Priestley present Eric as a character who learns important 
lessons about society in An Inspector Calls?

Or

‘Priestley shows how inequality in society leads to tragedy.’
How far do you agree with this view of An Inspector Calls?
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Poetry Anthology - Model Responses
Level 4 - 17 Marks

Conflict is a battle between two or more parties, often resulting in 
serious injury or even death. In the poem “Bayonet charge”, 
written by poet Ted Hughes, we are presented with a World War 
One setting. Hughes describes the battlefield as a very inhumane 
and awful place to be. Whereas in ‘Kamikaze’ written by Beatrice 
Garland, conflict is shown as brave and model citizen behaviour. 
We are taken on a journey with a Japanese kamikaze pilot within 
this poem.
In “Bayonet Charge”, the depiction of conflict is wildly different to 
the depiction in “Kamikaze”. However, they both deliver the same 
message to the reader. Both authors intend to explain that conflict 
is about fighting for your country as a soldier. Power figures do not 
care about individuals.
“Bayonet Charge” and “Kamikaze” both use symbolism to put their 
message across. In World War One, British soldiers famously 
used bayonets to fight the enemy. The repeated motif of the 
bayonet highlights the patriotism soldiers had during the war. 
Similarly, in Japan, Samurai swords are an icon of bravery. The 
pilot featured in “Kamikaze” has a samurai sword in the cockpit of 
his plane, perhaps symbolising what he must do for his country. 
The poets may have included this detail to visualise the 
importance of patriotism within conflict. Power figures in countries 
do not care about individuals, they care about honour.
However, there is no man vs man conflict within “Kamikaze” like 
there is in “Bayonet Charge”. “Kamikaze” follows more of a man vs 
society conflict. “Bayonet Charge” has the physical aspects of the 
war, the “rifle fire” and the “bullets smacking the belly out of the 
air”, which emphasises the actual danger of physical conflict.
“Kamikaze” focuses on the repercussions of cowardice, implying 
that society has ostracised the pilot for not completing the mission. 
It leaves the pilot troubled and alone, contemplating “which 
would’ve been the better way to die”. Once more this shows that 
conflict is about fighting as a solider, not an individual. The poets 
perhaps intended to make the reader feel sympathy for both 
figures in the poem, as they are both in incredibly tragic situations.
In both “Bayonet Charge” and “Kamikaze”, the poets intend to 
present conflict as futile and dangerous, leaving the message of 
“conflict is about fighting as a soldier, not an individual.”.

Level 5 - 23 Marks

Bayonet charge is the image of a soldier heading into battle and 
the thoughts going through their mind as they rush to their 
possible death. Conflict is seen through the eyes of soldier and 
how the war is just a futial challenge.
It begins with “suddenly he awoke and was running”, its a very 
dramatic start and wakes the reader up to action. The poet uses 
this as almost a way of saying the soldier is fully prepared for the 
battle, it’s the fear of dying that almost wakes up the soldiers 
survival instincts in the face of conflict. The poet also uses 
enjambment in the beginning stanza to create a fast pace 
beginning. Like the dramatic opening the poet continues to highten 
the fear in the beginning using the enjambment. It doesn’t give the 
reader time to stop to think or breath almost the same as the 
soldier who doesn’t have the time to stop. Everybody fears 
conflict.
The poet also uses a “yellow hare” as imagery, its described 
“crawled in a threshing circle like it was wounded as a result of the 
conflict the soldier is in. The hare imagery is to show the suffering 
and pain of the soldiers in battles and was like the one this 
particular soldier is fighting in, its like the hare was a dying 
wounded fighter. The use of the word “threshing” is very dramatic 
and almost sounds like the hare is hanging on for its life, but in the 
end its probably futial. The hares suffering in its last moments of 
life is the result of conflict and represents the fates of millions of 
soldiers alike.
I would compare this to the charge of the light Brigade, that poem 
is also about the futial end in wars. The light Brigade was a crowd 
of 600 horse back riders who were give the wrong order, because 
of this mess up it cost the lives of about half of them in the cavalry.
In Bayonet charge the imagery of death is mostly in the soldiers 
mind except when they see the “yellow hare”, in contrast to charge 
of the light Brigade the imagery of death is a little different but still 
there. The poet of charge of the light Brigade writes the charge 
they made was almost enevitable by what he calls the valley. 
Lines “Into the valley of death” and “Into the Jaws of hell” both tell 
the reader that the men in the light Brigade probably won’t make it 
back alive, the conflict here is the enevitable death of inoccent 
men. War and conflicts are never nice and often result in death of 
the inoccent people around them.
Bayonet charge questions the means of honour, and the charge of 
the light Brigade also questions if dying is worth honour. Line 20 in 
Bayonet charge says “king, honour, human dignity, etcetera”, The 
list is suppose to be all the reasons to fight but when ended with 
etcetera the poet almost shrugs of the idea of honour. When faced 
with death the soldier doesn’t think about king or his country, its 
set on his survival and in that moment all that matters to them is to 
live. With wars the idea of saving your people and country is the 
honour and all they think they need in a conflict but really when it 
comes to really conflict people never want to die but millions 
always do. With real conflict honour is never enough or never 
going to take away the loss of life. The same is in charge of the 
light Brigade when the poet says “honour the charge they made, 
honour the light Brigade”, its because they died in battle that they 
are honoured but really they died because of a mistake and the 
loss of life that day was great. Not even the promise of honour is a 
good enough excuse of conflicts to continue they are just a loss of 
life. Conflicts are just pain, suffering and death, they are nothing to 
be messed with and not even honour is good enough for the loss 
of inocent lives.

Level 6 - 28 Marks

In both Bayonet Charge and Exposure, the poets explore ideas 
about conflict. Both purposes to portray indescribable horrors of 
war to people back at home. Both poets investigate the theme of 
nature within conflict, however exposure determines how nature is 
a contributor to the effect of conflict and in Bayonet Charge, 
Hughes suggests that nature is a victim to conflict.
Both poets use personification to present ideas about conflict. 
During the first stanza in ‘Bayonet Charge’ Hughes conveys that 
the soldier can hear ‘bullets smacking the belly out of the air”. The 
use of personification gives the bullets evillistic traits as its 
effecting the air around the soldiers. The violent verb ‘smacking’ 
emphasises the cruelty of artilery and further establishes its 
disregard for nature.
Likewise in exposure, Owens uses personification throughout the 
entire poem to encapsulate the fact that nature is the real enemy 
at war. For example on the opening line, the poet focuses on the 
‘merciless iced east winds that knive us’. This illustrates how the 
‘wind’ is impacting the soldiers. The adjective ‘merciless’ portrays 
how relentless the wind is, emphasising to the reader that nature 
is determined to harm the soldiers, adding to the threats from the 
opponents. Furthermore, the adverbial phrase ‘knive us’ carries 
connotations of being stabbed in the back, perhaps portraying how 
shocked the soldiers were, as they did not expect weather to 
become an enemy. Owens uses these references of the villainous 
characteristics of nature throughout to establish the conditions 
soldiers like himself in WWI went through and to represent the 
hypothermia and frostbite they faced, which consequently evokes 
sympathy for the soldiers as its revealed to the readers that nature 
was another enemy of war.
A big difference in the two poems is the structure of them and how 
the way they’re organised creates different atmospheres.
For example, in ‘Bayonet Charge’ Hughes uses only 4 stanzas 
and no rhyme scheme to create a fast pace. This fast pace is a 
representation of the chaos of conflict and it’s tendency to 
demand, which soldiers have to keep up with. Furthermore the 
use of in media res on the opening line also consollidates this 
idea. ‘Suddenly he awoke’ immediately draws our attention to how 
unpredictable conflict can be. The adverb ‘suddenly’ evokes the 
sense of frantic panick as we are thrown right into the action, 
wondering as readers what’s occurring: just like the soldier who 
has just ‘awakened’ and is now ‘running’ establishing the 
confusion and vulnerability he must feel, as he is unaware of what 
he is running to. ‘Bayonet Charge’ is also written with no rhyme 
scheme. Hughes could perhaps of done this to convey the 
unpredictability of war, through the lack of organisation of the 
rhyme scheme.
The quick pace and inexistant rhyme in ‘Bayonet Charge’ 
completely contrasts the structure of ‘Exposure’. Owens uses a 
regular rhyme scheme ABBAC to portray the monotiny of conflict 
and how tedious and tiring it is for the soldiers. This continous 
rhyme scheme remains for all the stanzas and reflects how war 
isn’t progressing leaving soldiers with very little hope. However we 
could suggest, that despite war being monotonous there is a large 
aspect of unpredictability just like ‘Bayonet Charge’. For example, 
the regular rhyme scheme is broken by one unrhymed line. In the 
majority of the stanzas the line is ‘but nothing happens’. Owens 
uses the unrhymed line to signify how anticlimatic these soldiers 
days are. The previous four lines use emotive language and 
enjambent to create pace and build up tension and suspense, 
symbollising the wait soldiers face preparing for aggression to 
strike out. However the unrhymed line ‘but nothing happens’ is 
anticlimatic as it completely cuts of the suspense and reflects the 
disappointment of the soldiers as they now have to wait again. 
This repetition of ‘but nothing happens’ denies the soldiers 
closure, as they’re constantly left waiting for conflict to break out. 
This evokes sympathy for soldiers as readers understand how 
tiring war is.
In both poems, the poets explore how desperate the soldiers are 
to escape conflict.
In ‘Bayonet Charge’ in the final stanza, the poet displays how 
desperate soldiers are to escape conflict. ‘In a yelling alarm to get 
out of that blue crackling air’. The adverb ‘yelling’ encapsulates the 
desperation soldiers have to no longer face conflict as it carries 
connotations of being in pain and begging for help. The noun 
‘alarm’ further signifies the sense of danger and acts as a warning 
to remove themselves from the war zone, however they realise 
that war is inescapable.
Similarly, in ‘Exposure’ the poet explores how soldiers are being 
terribly impacted from conflict. They ‘cringe in holes’ emphasises 
how they are trying to find refuge and escape the grasp of war. 
The verb ‘cringe’ further carries connotations of pain.
Similarly in ‘Exposure’ the writer creates a sense of confusion 
however he does this through pararhyme. Pararhyme is used 
several times throughout, for example ‘silent and salient’. The poet 
uses pararhyme to symbolise the chaos and lack of organisation 
of conflict by denying soldiers access to full rhyme. The half rhyme 
further evokes chaos and nothing fully makes sense like it would 
with full rhyme, representing how conflict is confusing and chaotic. 

Questions:

Compare how poets present ideas about conflict in ‘Bayonet Charge’ and in 
one other poem from ‘Power and conflict’.
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Unseen Poetry - Model Responses

Question 27.1 In ‘Shoulders’, how does the poet present ideas about the importance of protecting and taking care of each other?

Level 4 - 14/24
The poet presents the importance of protecting each other through structure and language 
in the play. They present a father and a son as a microcosm of what they expect society to 
be in order to send a message to the readers. They use a vague onlooker as the speaker 
and use 6 stanzas in the poem.
The poet presents the importance of protecting each other and taking care of each other 
through the poem’s structure. There are 6 stanzas which gives the poem a slow reading 
pace possibly to represent the care and attention the father is showing for his son. It can 
also be used to criticise the lack of compassion and care members of the current society 
have for each other. This strengthens the message the reader is sending.
The poet presents the importance through the rhyming scheme in this poem. The fact that a 
specific rhyming scheme is not present in this poem could represent the unpredictability of 
life as a way to remind people that everyone needs help sometimes and you never know 
what could happen. This would make the reader reflect on their past and encourage them to 
improve so the future is brighter and more people are happy and cared for. It also opens the 
readers eyes to all the negatives in the world as they have a positive to compare it to.
Furthermore, Nye uses ‘nowhere does his jacket say fragile, handle with care’ to describe 
the boy. Which could mean that you never know what somebody else is going through or 
how they feel inside as it isn’t advertised for everyone to see, so it’s easier to be nice and 
help ease someone’s suffering instead of making it worse. This would give the readers a 
new outlook and an altered perspective in order to evoke a change from them. It may even 
encourage them to convince others to change which would make society easier to survive in 
for everyone.
Overall I think the poet presents their ideas of protection and compassion as the driving 
force of life and society will slowly collapse without it.

Level 6 - 24/24
In ‘Shoulders’ the poet presents the idea of taking care of others as a necessary act and 
one that is a constant decision to help as there will always be those how are vulnerable and 
need protection. The importance of protecting others is also strongly linked to the idea of 
love and the responsibilities it comes with.
The poet shows how important it is to protect those that are more vulnerable than yourself in 
order for society to function through the use of imperative language. The fact that “No car 
must splash him” uses the imperative “must” creates a tone of urgency in the poem as 
though to not help someone who is vulnerable would lead to terrible consequences for the 
world. It also is used to instill in the reader the importance of their contribution to society – 
as without everyone helping one another life would fall apart. The idea of protection the 
vulnerable also depicted as an act of bravery as it is implied that once you choose to offer 
protection, you must weather whatever trials that comes with wither that be the “rain” or the 
“car” or whatever other challenges arise as without that comitment we won’t “be able to live” 
in a society where protecting the vulnerable isn’t a priority.
Furthermore, the poet uses enjambment and stanza structure to demonstrate how 
protection and love are tied together – with the commitment to protect being a key point in 
love – as both result in constantly making the choice to take care of others and protect them 
from any harm. The enjambment in the poem such as when the speaker declares the 
importance of doing “what he’s doing with one another” suggest that an offer of protection 
will never end and that the importance of protection is the fact that it comes with a promise 
to always be there for one another – it can never be a one time thing. The differing number 
of lines in each stanza also demonstrate how you will never know what you are signing up 
for in taking care of someone – it is impossible to know what challenges you may face 
ahead. Therefore to take care of some is shown to be a true act of love as you are 
promising to stand by them without truly knowing what that means. This shows how the 
importance of protection lies in the fact that it is an eternal commitment to stand with 
someone else no matter what.
The importance of protection is also shown through the fact that it means taking on 
responsibilities. The father in the poem is clearly fully aware of the responsibility he has to 
keep his son safe as he knows that the rain will “never stop” which shows how he is 
prepared for the fact that his son’s safety is his job for however long it’s required of him. The 
rain is used as an extended metaphor throughout the poem for the many burdens that the 
father will experience as his son grows – and that it must be him that bears them in order to 
allow the son to live a happy childhood. As a reader this allows you to reflect on what 
responsibilities you have taken on for others and whether you were aware of what that 
would cost. The father’s choice to protect the son is shown as a hard choice as it means 
constantly taking on another human being’s daily pressures which shows how the 
importance of protection can be found in the choice that it comes with to take on the 
burdens of their life.
In conclusion, in ‘Shoulders’ the poet shows how protection and taking care of others is 
crucial for the functioning of society and that the significance of taking care of the vulnerable 
lies in the eternal decision that is made to share their burdens along with the promise to 
always stand by them.
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Unseen Poetry - Model Responses

Question 27.2 In both ‘Choices’ and ‘Shoulders’ the poets present ideas about protecting and taking care of things around us.
What are the similarities and/or differences between the methods the poets use to present these ideas?

Level 3 (out of 4) - ⅝
In ‘Choices’, the poem is written in first person ‘I go’, whereas in ‘Shoulders’ 
the poem is written in third person. This could be due to ‘Shoulders’ being 
more about a wider societal change and ‘Choices’ being about a more 
personal reflection. This was effective because first person words make the 
reader feel personally invested as if it is their story. However third person 
words encourage the reader to look at others as well as themselves so both 
poems evoke different emotional responses.
Another difference between the two poems is the starting intentions. At the 
start of the Poem A, the man ‘carries the world’s most sensitive cargo’ and 
steps ‘gently’. From the beginning the man is protecting the boy as people 
should protect one another. Contrastingly at the start of Poem B the speaker 
is out to ‘cut saplings’. He is attempting to cause harm to young trees as it’s 
life has just begun. That is until he sees it is harbouring a nest. That could be 
used to represent societies inability to be pleasant before knowing things on a 
deeper level. This is because Gallagher wants poem B to be an effective 
personal reflection poem to encourage people to change and possibly 
encourage them to read poem A and make a wider change.
One similarity between the two poems is the lack of a rhyming scheme. This 
represents the unpredictability of life but it could be argued that it was used to 
show that despite the fact both poems are different they have the same 
message. This could be to tell us that although we are all different as people 
we all have the same 24 hours and the same life so be kind.

Level 4 (out of 4) - 8/8
In both ‘Shoulders’ and ‘Choices’ the poets use enjambment to show that the 
need to protect the vulnerable is never-ending at that there will always be 
something that has to be taken care of. In ‘Shoulders’ the enjambment shows 
how the father is prepared to carry his son “asleep on his shoulder” for the 
rest of his life if that is what is required to keep him safe. It also implies that he 
will never falter in his decision to protect as it is a comittment that cannot ever 
be broken. Similarly in ‘Choices’ enjambment is used to demonstrate how 
those more vulnerable than you will always exist – even if they’re “unseen” 
which suggests that there is a societal responsibility to always look out for 
others as you never know who might need help. This furthers the idea that 
offering protection is an eternal choice and perhaps even an obligation that 
you have to others.
However while multiple different length stanzas are used in ‘Shoulders’ on 
single stanza is used in ‘Choices’ to demonstrate their differing ideas about 
the responsibilities that protection comes with. In ‘Shoulders’ the irregular 
stanza lengths serve as a representation of the unpredictability of the 
problems that may faced in the in the efforts to protect the vulnerable. It 
shows that some challenges may be overcome in a moment, while others 
may be much harder and take time and continual effort. However in ‘Choices’ 
the single stanza suggests that, once people choose to take care of one 
another, no problem can be particularly hard to overcome as, united, no 
challenge is impossible. This allows the reader to reflect on what’s stopping 
them from aiding others as choosing to help should be a simple descision – 
free of uncertainty or doubt.
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Planning Essays

Essay Planning - 4 Approaches

Paragraph Chronological Event

[Extract] [Extract] [Extract]

1 Beginning Before significant event

2 Middle Significant event

3 End After significant event

Paragraph Character Theme

[Extract] [Extract] [Extract]

1 First impression Writer’s message

2 How they change Link to core idea 1

3 Final impression Link to core idea 2

‘Macbeth’ and ‘Dr Jekyll’: ‘An Inspector Calls’

1. Read question, underline focus
2. Read context of extract, highlight 

important points
3. Knowledge dump all related 

quotations and points from 
revision (mind-map/bullet points)

4. Read extract, highlight relevant 
quotations

5. Sequence ideas into paragraphs 
and link relevant quotations

1. Read questions, underline focus
2. Select question based on what 

you can say the most about
3. Knowledge dump all related 

quotations and points from 
revision (mind-map/bullet points)

4. Sequence ideas into paragraphs 
and link relevant quotations
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Planning Essays

Poetry Anthology:

1. Read question, underline focus
2. Select poem to compare
3. Knowledge dump ideas and 

quotations for comparative poems
4. Read given poem and highlight 

quotations 
5. Sequence ideas into paragraphs 

and link relevant quotations

Essay Planning:

Paragraph 1 Poem 1:
➔ What is the poem about and how does it relate to 

the question?
➔ Who is the speaker and what has happened to 

them?

Similarly/Likewise/In contrast/Where

Poem 2:
➔ What is the poem about and how does it relate to 

the question?
➔ Who is the speaker and what has happened to 

them?

Make sure you 
include contextual 
details (AO3).

Be specific: 
- What has 

happened to 
who?

- Why has it 
happened?

- Why is the poet 
writing about it?

Paragraph 2 Point of comparison 1
➔ How it is shown in Poem 1
Similarly/Likewise/In contrast/Where
➔ How it is shown in Poem 2

Make sure your 
topic sentence is 
clear and precise.

Develop paragraphs 
and analysis using 
the approach on 
page 5

Challenge -
Paragraph 3

Point of comparison 2
➔ How it is shown in Poem 1
Similarly/Likewise/In contrast/Where
➔ How it is shown in Poem 2
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A Simple Approach to Paragraph Structures 
‘An Inspector Calls’, ‘Dr Jekyll’ and ‘Macbeth’

[Writer’s name] presents…

This is illustrated… “_________.”

This suggests…

The [word class] “______” creates the 
impression… 

Furthermore,

[Writer’s name] has presented ___ in this way to 
convey their message…

Poetry Anthology

In [poem title], [poet’s name] presents…

This is illustrated… “_________.”

This suggests…

The [word class] “______” conveys the idea 
that…

Similarly/In contrast, in [poem title], [poet’s name] 
presents the idea that…

This is illustrated… “________.”

This suggests…

The [word class] “______” conveys the idea 
that…
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Developing Paragraphs

What? 
(AO1)

1. Present your idea [Topic Sentence]:
[Writer’s name] presents…
[Writer’s name] conveys the idea that…
[Writer’s name] creates the impression…

2. Support your idea with a quotation/quotations:
This is illustrated when… “_______.”
To add a further quotation
This is further shown when… “______.”

How? 
(AO2)

3. Explain what the quotation shows:
This shows/portrays/reveals/emphasises/ 
presents/suggests/implies/conveys…
Add an additional or alternative interpretation.
Additionally/Alternatively, this might suggest…

4. Analyse the effect of the writer’s choice of language or 
structure:

The word “_____” has connotations of…
This creates the impression that…

5. Analyse something else:
Furthermore,/This is further emphasised by…
…the [adjective] tone of [link quotation] helps to convey [link 
to quotation]
…the [type of] imagery helps to convey the idea that…
…[writer’s name] use of 
simile/metaphor/personification/pathetic fallacy suggests 
that…

Why? 
(AO3)

6. Comment on context and writer’s message:
[Writer’s name] presents [focus of question] in this way 
to convey their message that…
In the context of [era] society, [writer’s name] might be 
conveying the idea that…

[Poetry Anthology Only]
7. Link to other poem:

Similarly, [poet’s name] explores [link to question] 
through…
However, where [poet 1’s name] suggests… [poet 2’s 
name] conveys the idea that…
In contrast to [first poem]… [second poem’s title] 
presents [link to question]...

8. Repeat Steps 1 to 6
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‘Macbeth’ - Core Ideas

Theme
Ambition and its consequences: The play explores the theme of 
ambition and its consequences. Macbeth's desire to become king leads 
him to commit a series of crimes that ultimately result in his downfall. 
Shakespeare shows that unchecked ambition can lead to destruction, and 
that the pursuit of power can corrupt even the most virtuous of individuals.

Guilt and remorse: Macbeth's conscience is plagued by guilt after he 
murders King Duncan, and he is unable to find peace or redemption 
throughout the rest of the play. Lady Macbeth also experiences guilt and 
is eventually driven to madness by her actions.

The supernatural: The play contains several supernatural elements, 
including the witches who prophesy Macbeth's rise to power and his 
eventual downfall. The appearance of Banquo's ghost also adds to the 
supernatural atmosphere of the play, and the presence of supernatural 
forces underscores the idea that the events in the play are beyond human 
control.

Betrayal and loyalty: Betrayal and loyalty are important themes in the 
play. Macbeth betrays his king and his closest friend, Banquo, in his quest 
for power. Conversely, Macduff remains loyal to his country and his king, 
even at great personal cost. Shakespeare shows that loyalty is a virtue 
that should be prized above all else, and that betrayal can have dire 
consequences.
The corrupting influence of power: The play demonstrates the 
corrupting influence of power. Macbeth becomes increasingly tyrannical 
as he consolidates his power, and he becomes paranoid and ruthless in 
his efforts to maintain his position. Shakespeare suggests that power can 
be addictive and that it can corrupt even the most well-intentioned 
individuals.
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‘Macbeth’ - Knowledge Organiser
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‘Macbeth’ - Knowledge Organiser
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‘Macbeth’ - Quotation Sheet

Act 1
Witches (A1 S1): “Fair is foul and foul is fair”
Captain (A1 S2): “brave Macbeth”; “unseemed him from 
the knave to the chops”
Macbeth (A1 S3) “So foul and fair a day I have not 
seen.”
Witches’ Prophecies (A1 S3) “Thane of Cawdor” / 
“king hereafter” / “Lesser than Macbeth, and greater” / 
Thou shalt get kings, though thou be none”
Banquo (A1 S3) “He seems rapt withal”
Macbeth (A1 S3) “Stay, you imperfect speakers, tell me 
more.”
King Duncan (A1 S4) “He was a gentleman on whom I 
built/An absolute trust.”
Macbeth (A1 S4) Macbeth: “Stars, hide your fires;/ Let 
not light see my black and deep desires.”
Lady Macbeth (A1 S5) “Yet do I fear thy nature;/ It is 
too full o th milk of human kindness”
Lady Macbeth (A1 S5) “Come, you spirits [...] unsex 
me here,/ And fill me from the crown to the toe top-full/ 
Of direst cruelty.” 
Lady Macbeth (A1 S5) “Look like the innocent flower,/ 
But be the serpent under t.”
Macbeth (A1 S7) “I am his kinsman and his subject, [...]
Who should against his murderer shut the door, Not 
bear the knife myself.”
Macbeth (A1 S7) “I have no spur/ To prick the sides of 
my intent, but only/ Vaulting ambition,”
Lady Macbeth (A1 S7) “When you durst do it, then you 
were a man;”
Lady Macbeth (A1 S7) “But screw your courage to the 
sticking- place,
And we’ll not fail.”

Act 2
Banquo (A2 S1) “I dreamt last night of the three weird 
sisters:
To you they have showed some truth.”
Macbeth (A2 S1) “I think not of them.”
Macbeth (A2 S1) “Is this a dagger which I see before 
me,”
Macbeth (A2 S1) “art thou but/ A dagger of the mind, a 
false creation,
Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain?”
Lady Macbeth (A2 S2) “Had he not resembled/ My 
father as he slept, I had done t.”
Macbeth (A2 S2) “But wherefore could not I pronounce 
Amen?
Macbeth (A2 S2) “Sleep no more!/ Macbeth does 
murder sleep, the innocent sleep,”
Macbeth (A2 S2) “Will all great Neptune's ocean wash 
this blood
Clean from my hand?”
Lady Macbeth (A2 S2) “My hands are of your colour, 
but I shame
To wear a heart so white.”
Porter (A2 S3) “Knock, knock! Whos there, in th’other 
devil’s name? Faith, here’s an equivocator”
Lennox (A2 S3) “The night has been unruly. Some say 
the Earth 
Was feverous and did shake.”
Macduff (A2 S3) “O horror, horror, horror!”
Macbeth (A2 S3) “Here lay Duncan,/ His silver skin 
laced with his golden blood,/ And his gashed stabs 
looked like a breach in nature”
Lady Macbeth (A2 S3) “Help me hence, ho!”
Malcolm (A2 S3) “There’s daggers in men’s smiles.”
Old Man (A2 S4) “Tis unnatural,[...] A falcon, towering in 
her pride of place,/ Was by a mousing owl hawked at 
and killed.”
Ross (A2 S4) “And Duncan’s horses[...]/ Tis said they 
eat each other.”

Act 3
Banquo (A3 S1) “I fear/ Thou playedst most foully for’t.”
Macbeth (A3 S1) “To be thus is nothing,/ But to be 
safely thus. Our fears in Banquo/ Stick deep”
Macbeth (A3 S1) “Upon my head they placed a fruitless 
crown
And put a barren sceptre in my grip”
Macbeth (A3 S2) “We have scorched the snake, not 
killed it.”
Macbeth (A3 S2) “we will eat our meal in fear, and 
sleep/In the affliction of these terrible dreams/ That 
shake us nightly.”
Macbeth (A3 S2) “make our faces vizards to our hearts,
Disguising what they are.”
Macbeth (A3 S2) “Oh, full of scorpions is my mind, dear 
wife!”
Macbeth (A3 S2)“Be innocent of the knowledge, 
dearest chuck,”
Banquo (A3 S3) “O treachery! Fly, good Fleance, fly, 
fly, fly!”
Macbeth (A3 S4) “Then comes my fit again. I had else 
been perfect, [...]But now I am cabined, cribbed, 
confined, bound in/ To saucy doubts and fears.”
Macbeth (A3 S4) “(to GHOST) Thou canst not say I did 
it. Never shake/ Thy gory locks at me.”
Lady Macbeth (A3 S4)“The fit is momentary; upon a 
thought
He will again be well.”
Macbeth (A3 S4) “It will have blood, they say. Blood will 
have blood.”
Hecate (A3 S5) “Saucy and overbold, how did you dare/ 
To trade and traffic with Macbeth/ In riddles and affairs 
of death,”
Hecate (A3 S5) “Shall draw him on to his confusion./ He 
shall spurn fate, scorn death, and bear/ His hopes bove 
wisdom, grace, and fear.”
Lord (A3 S6) “Thither Macduff/ Is gone to pray the holy 
king upon his aid”

Act 4
Witches (A4 S1) “Double, double toil and trouble,/Fire 
burn, and cauldron bubble.”
Witches (A4 S1) “By the pricking of my thumbs,/ 
Something wicked this way comes.”
Witches’ Prophecies (A4 S1) 

1. “Beware Macduff./ Beware the thane of Fife.”
2. “Be bloody, bold, and resolute. Laugh to scorn/ 

The power of man, for none of woman born/ 
Shall harm Macbeth.”

3. “Macbeth shall never vanquished be until/ Great 
Birnam Wood to high Dunsinane Hill/ Shall come 
against him.”

Malcolm (A4 S3)  “This tyrant, whose sole name 
blisters our tongues,
Was once thought honest. You have loved him well.”
Macduff (A4 S3) “Bleed, bleed, poor country!”
Malcolm (A4 S3) “I think our country sinks beneath the 
yoke./ It weeps, it bleeds, and each new day a gash/ Is 
added to her wounds.”
Macduff (A4 S3) “Not in the legions/ Of horrid hell can 
come a devil more damned/ In evils to top Macbeth.”

Act 5
Gentlewoman (A5 S1) “She has light by her 
continually. Tis her command.”
Lady Macbeth (A5 S1) “Out, damned spot! Out, I say!”
Lady Macbeth (A5 S1) “Hell is murky!”
Lady Macbeth (A5 S1) “Here’s the smell of the blood 
still. All the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little 
hand.”
Lady Macbeth (A5 S1) “There’s knocking at the gate. 
Come, come, come, come. Give me your hand. What’s 
done cannot be undone. To bed, to bed, to bed!”
Angus (A5 S2) “Those he commands move only in 
command,/ Nothing in love. Now does he feel his title/ 
Hang loose about him, like a giant’s robe/ Upon a 
dwarfish thief.”
Macbeth (A5 S3) “I’ll fight till from my bones my flesh 
be hacked.”
Macbeth (A5 S5) “I have almost forgot the taste of 
fears.”
Macbeth (A5 S5) “She should have died hereafter.[...] 
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow,[...] Out, out, 
brief candle!”
Young Siward (A5 S7) “The devil himself could not 
pronounce a title
More hateful to mine ear.”
Macbeth (A5 S7) “But swords I smile at, weapons laugh 
to scorn,
Brandished by man that’s of a woman born.”
Macduff (A5 S8) “Tyrant, show thy face! [...] My wife 
and children’s ghosts will haunt me still.”
Macduff (A5 S8) “Tell thee, Macduff was from his 
mothers womb / Untimely ripped.”
Malcolm (A5 S9) “this dead butcher and his fiendlike 
queen”

Themes:
Ambition - A
Supernatural - S
Fate and free will - F
Deception - D
Evil - E
Kingship - K
Violence - V
Tyranny and the abuse of power - T
Guilt - G

Motifs:
Blood - B
Hallucinations - H
Sleep - Sl
Light and darkness - L
Nature/natural world/natural order - N
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‘Macbeth’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Act 1 Scene 7 and answer the question that follows.

MACBETH
Prithee, peace:
I dare do all that may become a man;
Who dares do more is none.

LADY MACBETH
What beast was't, then,
That made you break this enterprise to me?
When you durst do it, then you were a man;
And, to be more than what you were, you would
Be so much more the man. Nor time nor place
Did then adhere, and yet you would make both:
They have made themselves, and that their fitness now
Does unmake you. I have given suck, and know
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me:
I would, while it was smiling in my face,
Have pluck'd my nipple from his boneless gums,
And dash'd the brains out, had I so sworn as you
Have done to this.

Starting with this extract, write about how Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s masculinity in the play.

. Write about:
• how Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s masculinity in this extract
• how Shakespeare presents Macbeth’s masculinity in the play as a whole.
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‘Macbeth’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Act 2 Scene 1 and answer the question that follows.

MACBETH: Is this a dagger which I see before me,
The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee.
I have thee not, and yet I see thee still.
Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible
To feeling as to sight? or art thou but
A dagger of the mind, a false creation,
Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain?
I see thee yet, in form as palpable
As this which now I draw.
Thou marshall'st me the way that I was going,
And such an instrument I was to use.
Mine eyes are made the fools o' the other senses,
Or else worth all the rest; I see thee still,
And on thy blade and dudgeon gouts of blood,
Which was not so before. There's no such thing.
It is the bloody business which informs
Thus to mine eyes. Now o'er the one halfworld
Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse
The curtain'd sleep; witchcraft celebrates
Pale Hecate's offerings, and wither'd murder,
Alarum'd by his sentinel, the wolf,
Whose howl's his watch, thus with his stealthy pace.
With Tarquin's ravishing strides, towards his design
Moves like a ghost. Thou sure and firm-set earth,
Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fear
Thy very stones prate of my whereabout,
And take the present horror from the time,
Which now suits with it. Whiles I threat, he lives;
Words to the heat of deeds too cold breath gives. [A bell rings]
I go, and it is done; the bell invites me.
Hear it not, Duncan, for it is a knell
That summons thee to heaven or to hell.

Starting with this speech, explain how far you think Shakespeare presents Macbeth as a conflicted 
character.

. Write about:
• how Shakespeare presents Macbeth as a conflicted character in this speech
• how Shakespeare presents Macbeth as a conflicted character in the play as a whole.
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‘Macbeth’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Act 3 Scene 2 and answer the question that follows.

MACBETH
We have scotch'd the snake, not kill'd it:
She'll close and be herself, whilst our poor malice
Remains in danger of her former tooth.
But let the frame of things disjoint, both the
worlds suffer,
Ere we will eat our meal in fear and sleep
In the affliction of these terrible dreams
That shake us nightly: better be with the dead,
Whom we, to gain our peace, have sent to peace,
Than on the torture of the mind to lie
In restless ecstasy. Duncan is in his grave;
After life's fitful fever he sleeps well;
Treason has done his worst: nor steel, nor poison,
Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing,
Can touch him further.

LADY MACBETH
Come on;
Gentle my lord, sleek o'er your rugged looks;
Be bright and jovial among your guests to-night.

MACBETH
So shall I, love; and so, I pray, be you:
Let your remembrance apply to Banquo;
Present him eminence, both with eye and tongue:
Unsafe the while, that we
Must lave our honours in these flattering streams,
And make our faces vizards to our hearts,
Disguising what they are.

LADY MACBETH
You must leave this.

MACBETH
O, full of scorpions is my mind, dear wife!
Thou know'st that Banquo, and his Fleance, lives.

Starting with this speech, write about how Shakespeare presents fear and paranoia in the play.

. Write about:
• how Shakespeare presents fear and paranoia in this extract
• how Shakespeare presents fear and paranoia in the play as a whole.
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‘Macbeth’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Act 4 Scene 3 and answer the question that follows.

MACDUFF
Not in the legions
Of horrid hell can come a devil more damn'd
In evils to top Macbeth.

MALCOLM
I grant him bloody,
Luxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful,
Sudden, malicious, smacking of every sin
That has a name: but there's no bottom, none,
In my voluptuousness: your wives, your daughters,
Your matrons and your maids, could not fill up
The cistern of my lust, and my desire
All continent impediments would o'erbear
That did oppose my will: better Macbeth
Than such an one to reign.

MACDUFF
Boundless intemperance
In nature is a tyranny; it hath been
The untimely emptying of the happy throne
And fall of many kings. But fear not yet
To take upon you what is yours: you may
Convey your pleasures in a spacious plenty,
And yet seem cold, the time you may so hoodwink.
We have willing dames enough: there cannot be
That vulture in you, to devour so many
As will to greatness dedicate themselves,
Finding it so inclined.

Starting with this speech, write about how Shakespeare explores kingship in the play.

. Write about:
• how Shakespeare explores kingship in this extract
• how Shakespeare explores kingship in the play as a whole.
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‘Macbeth’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Act 5 Scene 5 and answer the question that follows.

MACBETH
I have almost forgot the taste of fears;
The time has been, my senses would have cool'd
To hear a night-shriek; and my fell of hair
Would at a dismal treatise rouse and stir
As life were in't: I have supp'd full with horrors;
Direness, familiar to my slaughterous thoughts
Cannot once start me.

Re-enter SEYTON

Wherefore was that cry?

SEYTON
The queen, my lord, is dead.

MACBETH
She should have died hereafter;
There would have been a time for such a word.
To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time,
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more: it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

Starting with this speech, write about how Shakespeare presents the consequences of betrayal.

. Write about:
• how Shakespeare presents the consequences of betrayal in this extract
• how Shakespeare presents the consequences of betrayal  in the play as a whole.



‘Dr Jekyll’ - Core Ideas

Themes
The duality of human nature: The most prominent theme in the novel is 
the duality of human nature. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are two separate 
personalities that exist within the same body, highlighting the dual nature 
of humanity. Stevenson explores the idea that every person has both 
good and evil within them, and that the suppression of one can lead to the 
uncontrollable emergence of the other.

The dangers of repressing one's desires: The novel also explores the 
dangers of repressing one's desires. Dr. Jekyll creates Mr. Hyde to 
indulge in his dark and immoral desires, but he soon loses control of him. 
The novel suggests that repression of one's desires can lead to their 
eventual eruption in a violent and uncontrolled manner.

The pursuit of scientific progress: Stevenson also critiques the pursuit 
of scientific progress in the novel. Dr. Jekyll's experiments with creating a 
potion that separates his good and evil sides represent the dangers of 
unchecked scientific experimentation. The novel suggests that progress 
should not be pursued without ethical considerations, as it can lead to 
disastrous consequences.
Social class and reputation: The novel also explores the role of social 
class and reputation in Victorian society. Dr. Jekyll's reputation is built on 
his respectable status as a gentleman, and he fears that his association 
with Mr. Hyde will tarnish his reputation. The novel highlights the 
importance of reputation in Victorian society and the lengths to which 
individuals will go to maintain it.

The consequences of immoral behavior: Finally, the novel also deals 
with the consequences of immoral behavior. Dr. Jekyll's immoral desires 
lead to the creation of Mr. Hyde, and his inability to control him ultimately 
leads to his downfall. The novel suggests that immoral behavior has 
consequences and that individuals must take responsibility for their 
actions.
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‘Dr Jekyll’ - Quotations
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‘Dr Jekyll’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Chapter 1 and then answer the question that follows.

It chanced on one of these rambles that their way led them down a by-street in a 
busy quarter of London. The street was small and what is called quiet, but it 
drove a thriving trade on the weekdays. The inhabitants were all doing well, it 
seemed and all emulously hoping to do better still, and laying out the surplus of 
their grains in coquetry; so that the shop fronts stood along that thoroughfare 
with an air of invitation, like rows of smiling saleswomen. Even on Sunday, when it 
veiled its more florid charms and lay comparatively empty of passage, the street 
shone out in contrast to its dingy neighbourhood, like a fire in a forest; and with 
its freshly painted shutters, well-polished brasses, and general cleanliness and 
gaiety of note, instantly caught and pleased the eye of the passenger.

Two doors from one corner, on the left hand going east the line was broken by the 
entry of a court; and just at that point a certain sinister block of building thrust 
forward its gable on the street. It was two storeys high; showed no window, 
nothing but a door on the lower storey and a blind forehead of discoloured wall on 
the upper; and bore in every feature, the marks of prolonged and sordid 
negligence. The door, which was equipped with neither bell nor knocker, was 
blistered and distained. Tramps slouched into the recess and struck matches on 
the panels; children kept shop upon the steps; the schoolboy had tried his knife on 
the mouldings; and for close on a generation, no one had appeared to drive away 
these random visitors or to repair their ravages.

Mr. Enfield and the lawyer were on the other side of the by-street; but when they 
came abreast of the entry, the former lifted up his cane and pointed.

"Did you ever remark that door?" he asked; and when his companion had replied in 
the affirmative, "It is connected in my mind," added he, "with a very odd story."

Starting with this extract, how does Stevenson present settings in the novel?

Write about:
• how Stevenson presents settings in this extract
• how Stevenson presents settings in the novel as a whole.



‘Dr Jekyll’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Chapter 2 and then answer the question that follows.

From that time forward, Mr. Utterson began to haunt the door in the by-street of 
shops. In the morning before office hours, at noon when business was plenty, and 
time scarce, at night under the face of the fogged city moon, by all lights and at 
all hours of solitude or concourse, the lawyer was to be found on his chosen post.

“If he be Mr. Hyde,” he had thought, “I shall be Mr. Seek.”

And at last his patience was rewarded. It was a fine dry night; frost in the air; the 
streets as clean as a ballroom floor; the lamps, unshaken, by any wind, drawing a 
regular pattern of light and shadow. By ten o’clock, when the shops were closed, 
the by-street was very solitary and, in spite of the low growl of London from all 
round, very silent. Small sounds carried far; domestic sounds out of the houses 
were clearly audible on either side of the roadway; and the rumour of the 
approach of any passenger preceded him by a long time. Mr. Utterson had been 
some minutes at his post, when he was aware of an odd, light footstep drawing 
near. In the course of his nightly patrols, he had long grown accustomed to the 
quaint effect with which the footfalls of a single person, while he is still a great 
way off, suddenly spring out distinct from the vast hum and clatter of the city. Yet 
his attention had never before been so sharply and decisively arrested; and it was 
with a strong, superstitious prevision of success that he withdrew into the entry of 
the court.

The steps drew swiftly nearer, and swelled out suddenly louder as they turned the 
end of the street. The lawyer, looking forth from the entry, could soon see what 
manner of man he had to deal with. He was small and very plainly dressed, and 
the look of him, even at that distance, went somehow strongly against the 
watcher’s inclination. But he made straight for the door, crossing the roadway to 
save time; and as he came, he drew a key from his pocket like one approaching 
home.

Mr. Utterson stepped out and touched him on the shoulder as he passed. “Mr. 
Hyde, I think?”

Starting with this extract, how does Stevenson present Utterson?

Write about:
• how Stevenson presents Utterson in this extract
• how Stevenson presents Utterson in the novel as a whole.



‘Dr Jekyll’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Chapter 3 and then answer the question that follows.

A fortnight later, by excellent good fortune, the doctor gave one of his pleasant 
dinners to some five or six old cronies, all intelligent, reputable men and all 
judges of good wine; and Mr. Utterson so contrived that he remained behind after 
the others had departed. This was no new arrangement, but a thing that had 
befallen many scores of times. Where Utterson was liked, he was liked well. Hosts 
loved to detain the dry lawyer, when the light-hearted and the loose-tongued had 
already their foot on the threshold; they liked to sit a while in his unobtrusive 
company, practising for solitude, sobering their minds in the man’s rich silence 
after the expense and strain of gaiety. To this rule, Dr. Jekyll was no exception; 
and as he now sat on the opposite side of the fire — a large, well-made, 
smooth-faced man of fifty, with something of a slyish cast perhaps, but every 
mark of capacity and kindness — you could see by his looks that he cherished for 
Mr. Utterson a sincere and warm affection.

“I have been wanting to speak to you, Jekyll,” began the latter. “You know that 
will of yours?”

A close observer might have gathered that the topic was distasteful; but the 
doctor carried it off gaily. “My poor Utterson,” said he, “you are unfortunate in 
such a client. I never saw a man so distressed as you were by my will; unless it 
were that hide-bound pedant, Lanyon, at what he called my scientific heresies. 
Oh, I know he’s a good fellow — you needn’t frown — an excellent fellow, and I 
always mean to see more of him; but a hide-bound pedant for all that; an 
ignorant, blatant pedant. I was never more disappointed in any man than 
Lanyon.”

“You know I never approved of it,” pursued Utterson, ruthlessly disregarding the 
fresh topic.

“My will? Yes, certainly, I know that,” said the doctor, a trifle sharply. “You have 
told me so.”

“Well, I tell you so again,” continued the lawyer. “I have been learning something 
of young Hyde.”

The large handsome face of Dr. Jekyll grew pale to the very lips, and there came a 
blackness about his eyes. “I do not care to hear more,” said he. “This is a matter I 
thought we had agreed to drop.”

Starting with this extract, how does Stevenson explore the importance of appearances?

Write about:
• how Stevenson presents appearances in this extract
• how Stevenson presents appearances in the novel as a whole.



‘Dr Jekyll’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Chapter 9 and then answer the question that follows.

“It is well,” replied my visitor. “Lanyon, you remember your vows: what follows is 
under the seal of our profession. And now, you who have so long been bound to 
the most narrow and material views, you who have denied the virtue of 
transcendental medicine, you who have derided your superiors — behold!”

He put the glass to his lips and drank at one gulp. A cry followed; he reeled, 
staggered, clutched at the table and held on, staring with injected eyes, gasping 
with open mouth; and as I looked there came, I thought, a change — he seemed to 
swell — his face became suddenly black and the features seemed to melt and alter 
— and the next moment, I had sprung to my feet and leaped back against the wall, 
my arm raised to shield me from that prodigy, my mind submerged in terror.

“O God!” I screamed, and “O God!” again and again; for there before my eyes — 
pale and shaken, and half-fainting, and groping before him with his hands, like a 
man restored from death — there stood Henry Jekyll!

What he told me in the next hour, I cannot bring my mind to set on paper. I saw 
what I saw, I heard what I heard, and my soul sickened at it; and yet now when 
that sight has faded from my eyes, I ask myself if I believe it, and I cannot 
answer. My life is shaken to its roots; sleep has left me; the deadliest terror sits by 
me at all hours of the day and night; I feel that my days are numbered, and that I 
must die; and yet I shall die incredulous. As for the moral turpitude that man 
unveiled to me, even with tears of penitence, I cannot, even in memory, dwell on 
it without a start of horror. I will say but one thing, Utterson, and that (if you can 
bring your mind to credit it) will be more than enough. The creature who crept 
into my house that night was, on Jekyll’s own confession, known by the name of 
Hyde and hunted for in every corner of the land as the murderer of Carew.

Starting with this extract, write about how Stevenson creates a sense of fear and horror in the novel.

Write about:
• how Stevenson creates fear and horror in this extract
• how Stevenson creates fear and horror in the novel as a whole.



‘Dr Jekyll’ - Questions
Read the following extract from Chapter 10 and then answer the question that follows.

Some two months before the murder of Sir Danvers, I had been out for one of my 
adventures, had returned at a late hour, and woke the next day in bed with 
somewhat odd sensations. It was in vain I looked about me; in vain I saw the 
decent furniture and tall proportions of my room in the square; in vain that I 
recognised the pattern of the bed-curtains and the design of the mahogany frame; 
something still kept insisting that I was not where I was, that I had not wakened 
where I seemed to be, but in the little room in Soho where I was accustomed to 
sleep in the body of Edward Hyde. I smiled to myself, and, in my psychological 
way began lazily to inquire into the elements of this illusion, occasionally, even as 
I did so, dropping back into a comfortable morning doze. I was still so engaged 
when, in one of my more wakeful moments, my eyes fell upon my hand. Now the 
hand of Henry Jekyll (as you have often remarked) was professional in shape and 
size: it was large, firm, white, and comely. But the hand which I now saw, clearly 
enough, in the yellow light of a mid-London morning, lying half shut on the 
bed-clothes, was lean, corded, knuckly, of a dusky pallor and thickly shaded with 
a swart growth of hair. It was the hand of Edward Hyde.

I must have stared upon it for near half a minute, sunk as I was in the mere 
stupidity of wonder, before terror woke up in my breast as sudden and startling as 
the crash of cymbals; and bounding from my bed, I rushed to the mirror. At the 
sight that met my eyes, my blood was changed into something exquisitely thin and 
icy. Yes, I had gone to bed Henry Jekyll, I had awakened Edward Hyde. How was 
this to be explained? I asked myself, and then, with another bound of terror — 
how was it to be remedied? It was well on in the morning; the servants were up; 
all my drugs were in the cabinet — a long journey down two pairs of stairs, 
through the back passage, across the open court and through the anatomical 
theatre, from where I was then standing horror-struck. It might indeed be possible 
to cover my face; but of what use was that, when I was unable to conceal the 
alteration in my stature? And then with an overpowering sweetness of relief, it 
came back upon my mind that the servants were already used to the coming and 
going of my second self. I had soon dressed, as well as I was able, in clothes of my 
own size: had soon passed through the house, where Bradshaw stared and drew 
back at seeing Mr. Hyde at such an hour and in such a strange array; and ten 
minutes later, Dr. Jekyll had returned to his own shape and was sitting down, with 
a darkened brow, to make a feint of breakfasting.

Starting with this extract, how does Stevenson present Hyde as uncontrollable?

Write about:
• how Stevenson presents Hyde as uncontrollable in this extract
• how Stevenson presents Hyde as uncontrollable in the novel as a whole.
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‘An Inspector Calls’ - Core Ideas

Themes:

Social Responsibility:
The theme of social responsibility is central to the play. Priestley conveys the 
idea that individuals have a responsibility not only to themselves but also to 
society as a whole. The characters in the play are confronted with their moral 
obligations towards others, particularly those less fortunate, and the 
consequences of neglecting these responsibilities.

Class Distinctions and Inequality:
Class distinctions and social inequality are pervasive themes in "An Inspector 
Calls." The play exposes the disparities between the upper and lower classes, 
highlighting how the actions of the privileged can have severe consequences 
for those less fortunate. The exploitation of the working class and the lack of 
empathy from the upper class are critical aspects of this theme.

Call for Social Change:
Although the play doesn't explicitly advocate for a particular economic or 
political system, it does call for a reevaluation of societal values. Inspector 
Goole's final speech urges the characters and, by extension, the audience, to 
recognize the need for social change. This can be interpreted as a critique of 
certain aspects of capitalist systems that prioritize individual success at the 
expense of social welfare.

Morality and Guilt:
Morality and guilt are explored as characters are forced to confront the 
consequences of their actions. The play questions the moral fiber of each 
character and challenges the audience to consider the difference between 
legal and moral responsibility. The characters grapple with guilt and remorse as 
they realise the impact of their choices on the life of Eva Smith.

The Generation Gap:
"An Inspector Calls" highlights the differences in attitudes and values between 
generations. The older generation, represented by Mr. and Mrs. Birling, tends 
to uphold traditional beliefs and dismisses social responsibility. In contrast, the 
younger generation, symbolized by Sheila and Eric, is more receptive to 
Inspector Goole's message and demonstrates a greater willingness to 
acknowledge their mistakes and learn from them.
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‘An Inspector Calls’ - Knowledge Organiser
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‘An Inspector Calls’ - Quotations
Mr Arthur Birling

● “I’m talking as a hard-headed practical man of business”
● ‘you’ll hear some people say war is Inevitable … fiddlesticks!’
● ‘The Titanic…and unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable.’
● “I gather there’s a very good chance of a knighthood”
● “A man has to make his own way – has to look after himself – and his
● family too, of course”
● “(rather impatiently) Horrid business. But I don’t understand why you should come here.”
● “you’d think everybody has to look after everybody else, as if we were
● all mixed up like bees in a hive – community and all that nonsense.”
● “there’s every excuse for what your mother and I did”
● “Probably a Socialist or some sort of crank”
● “Now look at the pair of them- the famous younger generation who know it all. And they can’t 

even take a joke-”

Mrs Sybil Birling
● Stage Directions: About fifty, a rather cold woman and her husband’s social superior.
● “girls of that class”
● “you know, my husband was Lord Mayor only two years ago and that he’s still a magistrate”
● “I’m very sorry. But I think she only had herself to blame”
● “I’ve done nothing wrong – and you know it.”
● “Go and look for the father of the child. It’s his responsibility.”
● “She was giving herself ridiculous airs…claiming elaborate fine feelings…that were simply 

absurd in a girl in her position.”
● “As if a girl of that sort would ever refuse money!”
● “I’m sorry she should have come to such a horrible end. But I accept no blame at all”
● “he ought to be dealt with very severely… make sure that he’s compelled to confess in public 

his responsibility”
● ‘he certainly didn’t make me confess – I had done no more than my duty’

Eric Birling
● Stage Directions: In his early twenties, not quite at ease, half shy, half assertive
● “Why shouldn’t they try for higher wages? We try for the highest possible prices”
● “it isn’t as if you can go and work somewhere else.”
● “He could have kept her on instead of throwing her out. I call it tough luck.”
● “Well I was in that state when a chap easily turns nasty- and I threatened to make a row”
● “And that’s when it happened. And I don’t even remember- that’s the hellish thing.”
● “I wasn’t in love with her or anything- but I liked her- she was pretty and a good sport-”
● “she didn’t want me to marry her. Said I didn’t love her- and all that. In a way, she treated me- 

as if I were a kid. Though I was nearly as old as she was.”
● “You’re not the kind of father a chap could go to when he’s in trouble that’s why.”
● “Then- you killed her. She came to you to protect me- and you turned her away-yes, and you 

killed her-and the child she’d have had too- my child- your own grandchild- you killed them 
both- damn you, damn you-”

● “He was our police inspector all right”
● “(shouting) And I say the girl’s dead and we all helped to kill her- and that’s what matters-”

Sheila Birling
● Stage Directions: A pretty girl in her early twenties, very pleased with life and rather excited.
● “(rather distressed) I can’t help thinking about this girl- destroying herself so horribly- and I’ve 

been so happy tonight. Oh I wish you hadn’t told me.”
● “But these girls aren’t cheap labour- they’re people.”
● “She was a very pretty girl…that didn’t make it any better.”
● “I went to the manager and told him this girl had been very impertinent – and – and - ”
● “And if I could help her now, I would-”
● “I’ll never, never do it again to anybody…I feel now I can never go there again”
● “Why- you fool- he knows. Of course he knows. And I hate to think how much he knows that 

we don’t know yet. You’ll see. You’ll see.”
● “You mustn’t try to build up a kind of wall between us and that girl. If you do the Inspector will 

just break it down. And it’ll be all the worse when he does”
● “No, he’s giving us the rope- so that we’ll hang ourselves”
● [Bitterly] ”I suppose we’re all nice people now”
● “He inspected us all right.”
● “It frightens me the way you talk

Gerald Croft
● Stage Directions: An attractive chap about thirty, rather too manly to be a dandy but very 

much the easy well-bred young man-about-town.
● “You couldn’t have done anything else” (sacking Eva Smith)
● “After all, y’know, we’re respectable citizens and not criminals”
● (about Sheila): “She’s obviously had about as much as she can stand”
● “Why should you [stay]? It’s bound to be unpleasant and disturbing”
● “It’s a favourite haunt of women of the town”
● ‘[Daisy] gave me a glance that was nothing less than a cry for help”
● “I insisted on Daisy moving into these rooms and I made her take some money to keep her 

going there…I want you to understand that I didn’t install her there so I could make love to 
her…I was sorry for her…I didn’t ask for anything in return”

● “She was young and pretty and warm-hearted- and intensely grateful. I became at once the 
most important person in her life- you understand?”

● “She told me she’d been happier than she’d ever been before”
● “That man wasn’t a police officer…I’m almost certain”
● “But how do you know it’s the same girl? ... We’ve no proof it was the same photograph and 

therefore no proof it was the same girl”
● “Everything’s all right now Sheila. What about this ring?”

Eva Smith
● Inspector: “Two hours ago a young woman died in the Infirmary. She’d been taken there this 

afternoon because she’d swallowed a lot of strong disinfectant. Burnt her inside out, of 
course”

● Mr Birling: “Now – about this girl, Eva Smith. I remember her quite well now. She was a lively 
good-looking girl – country-bred, I fancy – and she’d been working in one of our shops for 
over a year. A good worker too.”

● Sheila: “She was a very pretty girl…that didn’t make it any better.”
● Gerald: “She was young and pretty and warm-hearted- and intensely grateful. I became at 

once the most important person in her life- you understand?”
● Mrs B: “She was giving herself ridiculous airs…claiming elaborate fine feelings…that were 

simply absurd in a girl in her position.”
● Mrs B: “As if a girl of that sort would ever refuse money!”
● Eric: “I wasn’t in love with her or anything- but I liked her- she was pretty and a good sport-”
● Eric: “she didn’t want me to marry her. Said I didn’t love her- and all that. In a way, she 

treated me- as if I were a kid. Though I was nearly as old as she was.”
● Inspector: “Just used her for the end of a stupid drunken evening, as if she was an animal, a 

thing, not a person.”
● Inspector: “But remember this. One Eva Smith has gone- but there are millions and millions 

and millions of Eva Smiths and John Smiths still left with us, with their lives, their hopes and 
fears, their suffering and chance of happiness, all intertwined with our lives, and what we 
think and say and do.”

The Inspector
● Stage Directions: Need not be a big man but he creates at once an impression of
● massiveness, solidity and purposefulness. He is a man in his fifties, dressed in a plain 

darkish suit of the period. He speaks carefully, weightily and has a disconcerting habit of 
looking hard at the person he addresses before actually speaking.

● “Two hours ago a young woman died in the Infirmary. She’d been taken there this afternoon 
because she’d swallowed a lot of strong disinfectant. Burnt her inside out, of course”

● “A chain of events” (may have driven her to suicide)
● “it’s better to ask for the Earth than to take it”
● “Goole. G. double O-L-E”
● “it would do us all a bit of good if sometimes we tried to put ourselves in the place of these 

young women counting their pennies in their dingy little back bedroom”
● (To Gerald regarding Sheila) “And you think young women ought to be protected against 

unpleasant and disturbing things?”
● “A girl died tonight. A pretty, lively sort of girl, who never did anybody any harm. But she died 

in misery and agony- hating life-”
● “If there’s nothing else we have to share our guilt”
● (the young ones) “Are the most impressionable”
● “Public men, Mr Birling, have responsibilities as well as privileges”
● “You’ve had children. You must have known what she was feeling. And you slammed the 

door in her face”
● “And be quiet for a moment and listen to me. I don’t need to know any more. Neither do you. 

This girl killed herself- and died a horrible death. But each of you helped to kill her. 
Remember that. Never forget it. [He looks from one to the other of them carefully] But then I 
don’t think you ever will. Remember what you did”

● “But remember this. One Eva Smith has gone- but there are millions and millions and millions 
of Eva Smiths and John Smiths still left with us, with their lives, their hopes and fears, their 
suffering and chance of happiness, all intertwined with our lives, and what we think and say 
and do. We don’t live alone. We are members of one body. We are responsible for each 
other. And I tell you that the time will soon come when, if men will not learn that lesson, then 
they will be taught it in fire and blood and anguish. Good night.”

Themes:
● Social class
● Capitalist greed and social inequality
● Socialist understanding of equality and fairness for all
● Social responsibility
● Exploitation of the working class
● Patriarchy and gender 
● Generational divide - young vs old



‘An Inspector Calls’ - Questions

1. How does Priestley explore ideas about social responsibility in the play?

2. ‘Priestley uses the shocking circumstances of Eva Smith’s suicide to reveal the 
effects of the class system.’ To what extent do you agree?

3. How and why does Sheila change in the play?

4. ‘Eric is a troubled character, but ultimately recognises that he has made 
mistakes.’ To what extent do you agree?

5. ‘The Inspector is a character who makes others understand the importance of 
social responsibility.’ To what extent do you agree?

6. How does Priestley present differences between the younger and older 
generations in the play?

7. ‘Priestley presents the story of Eva Smith as a tragic culmination of the 
inequalities of the class system.’ To what extent do you agree?

8. ‘‘An Inspector Calls’ challenges the audience to question their view of society.’ 
To what extent do you agree?

9. How does Priestley present the character of Arthur Birling in the play?

10. Gerald and Eric are two men from a younger generation. How does Priestley 
portray their similarities and differences in the play?



Poetry Anthology - Core Ideas

‘Ozymandias’ by Percy Bysshe Shelley
‘Ozymandias’ is about the nature of power. It is an 
important piece that features how a great ruler like 
Ozymandias, and his legacy, was prone to 
impermanence and decay.
Message:
Even the most powerful rulers and their legacies 
are subject to time.
Themes:

● The transience of power
● Man versus nature

Form + Quotations:
● Sonnet
● “Vast and trunkless legs”/”shattered 

visage”/”sneer of cold command” (imagery)
● “‘My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: 

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!’” 
● “The lone and level sands stretch far away.”

‘London’ by William Blake
‘London’ is about the horrors and sorrows of the 
city as the speaker walks through the streets. Each 
face and person he meets is marked by the difficult 
experiences they are subjected to.
Message:
Powerful institutions such as the monarchy, the 
church and government have too much power and 
too little interest in helping those they were 
supposed to serve.
Themes:

● The oppression of urban life
● The corruption of childhood

Form + Quotations:
● Four quatrain stanzas
● “Marks of weakness, marks of woe.”
● “In every…In every…In every…” (anaphora)
● “The mind-forged manacles” (metaphor)
● “Black’ning church appalls” / “Runs in blood 

down palace walls”

‘Extract from The Prelude by William 
Wordsworth
‘The Prelude’ explores the moment that the 
autobiographical speaker has a moment of 
realisation - the boy is coming to an age of 
understanding the dangers of the world.
Message:
The interaction of man and nature can be a 
humbling experience that makes us reflect upon 
our position in the world.
Themes:

● Childhood
● Nature versus human understanding
● Solitude and spiritual insight

Form + Quotations:
● Autobiographical poem, epic form
● “Like one who rows,/ Proud of his skill”
● “A huge peak, black and huge… upreared its 

head” (personification)
● “With trembling oars I turned” (volta)
● “Huge and mighty forms, that do not live / 

Like living men… were a trouble to my 
dreams”

‘My Last Duchess’ by Robert Browning
‘My Last Duchess’ is about an obsessive and 
controlling Duke who, it is suggested, has killed his 
wife and is likely to do the same to his next.
Message:
The poem serves as a warning about the perils of 
patriarchy.
Themes:

● The objectification of women and the perils 
of patriarchy

● The abuse of power
Form + Quotations:

● Dramatic monologue
● “(since none puts by / The curtain I have 

drawn for you, but I)”
● “She had / A heart - how shall I say? - too 

soon made glad”
● “I gave commands; / Then all smiles stopped 

together”

‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’ by Alfred, 
Lord Tennyson
‘COTLB’ is both a celebration and commemoration 
of the gallant and brave soldiers who sacrificed 
their lives owing to an officer’s mistake.
Message:
Tennyson’s job as poet laureate was to capture the 
nation’s mood and he wanted to create national 
heroes out of those soldiers who died.
Themes:

● Bravery, duty, sacrifice
● Remembrance 

Form + Quotations:
● Ballad
● “Rode the six hundred” (refrain)
● “Into the valley of Death” / “Into the mouth of 

Hell” (metaphor)
● “Some one had blunder’d”
● “Cannon… Cannon… Cannon” (anaphora)
● “Honour the Light Brigade, / Noble six 

hundred!”

‘Exposure’ by Wilfred Owen
Wilfred Owen's poem focuses on the misery felt by 
World War One soldiers waiting overnight in the 
trenches. Although nothing is happening and there 
is no fighting, there is still danger because they are 
exposed to the extreme cold and their wait through 
the night is terrifying.
Message:
Owen wanted to expose the monotony and futility 
of war.
Themes:

● The monotony and futility of war
Form + Quotations:

● Dramatic monologue
● “But nothing happens” (refrain)
● “Merciless iced east winds that knive us” / 

“Dawn massing in the east her melancholy 
army” (personification)

● “Slowly our ghosts drag home” (metaphor)

‘Storm on the Island’ by Seamus Heaney
‘SOTI’ focuses on a group of islanders 
experiencing a storm, and how they appear to get 
them regularly, and then how this impacts life on 
the island as they wait inside for it to pass. The 
poem can also be seen as an extended metaphor 
for the period of time known as the Troubles in 
Northern Island.
Message:
To be interpreted both literally and metaphorically: 
The speaker's people survive through cooperation 
and preparation. And in this isolated island society, 
nature remains a constant yet unpredictable threat.
Themes: 

● Humankind versus nature
● Conflict and violence

Form + Quotations:
● A single unbroken stanza of 19 lines
● “We are prepared: we build our houses 

squat”
● “It blows full / Blast” / “a tragic chorus in a 

gale” / “pummels” / “the flung spray” / “wind 
drives and strafes” (extended metaphor)

● “Strange, it is a huge nothing that we fear.” 

‘Bayonet Charge’ by Ted Hughes
‘Bayonet Charge’ captures the moment a soldier 
has been told to charge towards an enemy. It 
explores the brutality, fear and terror of trench 
warfare and questions the purpose of war.
Message:
The patriotic duty that encourages men to sign up 
for war becomes irrelevant when ordered to carry 
out terrifying acts such as charging the enemy’s 
position.
Themes:

● War and patriotism
Form + Quotations:

● Three stanzas, begins in media res
● “Suddenly he awoke and was running”
● “Bullets smacking the belly out of the air” 

(personification)
● “The patriotic tear that had brimmed in his 

eye”
● “In what cold clockwork of the stars and the 

nations / Was he the hand pointing that 
second?”

● “King, honour, human dignity, etcetera / 
Dropped like luxuries”

‘Remains’ by Simon Armitage
Armitage’s poem focuses on the PTSD suffered by 
soldiers due to their experiences of war. It is based 
on the real-life experiences of Guardsman 
Tromans who fought in Irag and recounts a story of 
one of his missions to stop people looting a bank. 
It is the first time he has killed anyone.
Message:
Armitage wanted to use his platform to highlight 
the intense and debilitating experiences soldiers 
have during war and how this continues to affect 
and traumatise them upon their return home.
Themes:

● War, guilt, trauma
● The psychological consequences of war

Form + Quotations:
● 7 unrhymed quatrains, final unrhymed 

couplet
● “Probably armed, possibly not”
● “Rips through his life - / I see broad daylight 

on the other side” (hyperbole)
● “The image of agony” / “His blood-shadow” 

(metaphor)
● “Tosses his guts back into his body”
● “He’s here in my head when I close my 

eyes”
● “His blood life in my bloody hands”



Poetry Anthology - Knowledge Organiser

‘Poppies ‘ by Jane Weir
‘Poppies’ explores the experience of war from a 
mother’s perspective. The mother is lost and 
bereft, finding memories everywhere.
Message:
It presents a universal message about the 
experience of loss and grief - what it is like to let a 
loved one go off to war and for that person to not 
come back.
Themes:

● War, parenthood and grief
Form + Quotations:

● Free verse with irregular stanza lengths
● “Before you left”
● “I was brave, as I walked / with you”
● “you were away, intoxicated”
● “released a song bird from its cage” 

(symbolism)
● “my stomach busy / making tucks, darts, 

pleats” (caesura)
● “hoping to hear / your playground voice 

catching in the wind”

‘War Photographer’ by Carol Ann Duffy
Duffy uses the eponymous war photographer to 
explore the fleeting interest and apathy of people 
in ‘safe’ nations (such as the U.K.) towards the 
horrors of war that affect so many people around 
the world.
Message:
Duffy is encouraging the reader to engage with the 
tragic reality of war on a more personal, empathic 
level.
Themes:

● Horrors of war
● Apathy and empathy

Form + Quotations:
● Four six-line stanzas with consistent rhyme 

scheme
● “In his darkroom” / “light is red and softly 

glows” / “as though this were a church” 
(imagery)

● “he / a priest preparing to intone a Mass”
● “spools of suffering set out in ordered rows”
● “All flesh is grass” (metaphor)
● “Rural England” / “the bath and pre-lunch 

beers”
● “A half-formed ghost” / “He remembers the 

cries of this man’s wife” / “blood stained into 
foreign dust”

● “he stares impassively at where / he earns 
his living and they do not care”

‘Tissue’ by Imtiaz Dharker
‘Tissue’ is a thoughtful poem about the power 
paper has in human lives and how, by 
understanding it, one can also understand 
humanity. 
Message:
Paper is a metaphor for various parts and aspects 
of life. Life is fleeting, delicate, and beautiful.
Themes:

● The essence and fragility of both life and the 
power that humanity can weald.

Form + Quotations:
● Nine quatrains and a final single-line stanza
● “Paper that lets the light / shine through” / 

“The sun shines through / their borderlines” / 
“let the daylight break through” (symbolism 
of light)

● “If buildings were paper” / “Maps too” / “Fine 
slips” / “Paper thinned by age” (symbolism of 
paper)

● “paper… turned into your skin” (metaphor)

‘The Emigree’ by Carol Rumens
‘The Emigree’ explores the difficult experience of a 
person who has been forced to leave their own 
country. It explores the power of memories and 
identity as well as the effect of oppression.
Message:
Rumens conveys the pain and confusion of the 
emigrant experience and explores how there is 
power within us to deal with and overcome these 
challenges.
Themes:

● The nature of memory
● Displacement
● Oppression

Form + Quotations:
● Three stanzas (8, 8, 9 lines)
● “There was once a country” / “It may be sick 

with tyrants” / “banned by the state”
● “memory of it is sunlight clear” / “I am 

branded by an impression of sunlight” / “it 
tastes of sunlight” / “my shadow falls as 
evidence of sunlight” (symbolism of sunlight)

● “That child’s vocabulary I carried here / like a 
hollow doll, opens and spills a grammar.” / 
“Soon I shall have every coloured molecule 
of it.” (metaphor)

● “They accuse me of being dark in their free 
city.” / “They mutter death”

‘Kamikaze’ by Beatrice Garland
‘Kamikaze’ explores the experience of war from a 
daughter’s perspective. It reveals how society’s 
understanding of patriotism and honour can affect 
familial relationships.
Message:
Garland suggests the conflict between love and 
honour, personal desire and patriotic duty, can lead 
to greater isolation and feelings of shame and 
resentment.
Themes:

● Patriotism, honour, shame
Form + Quotations:

● Narrative divided into sestets featuring lots 
of enjambment

● “Her father embarked at sunrise” / “a shaven 
head / full of powerful incantations”

● “A green-blue translucent sea” / “dark shoals 
of fishes” / “built cairns of pearl-grey 
pebbles” (imagery and symbolism of nature 
and memory)

● “my mother never spoke again / in his 
presence” / “neighbours… treated him / as 
though he no longer existed”

● “To live as though / he had never returned” / 
“this was no longer the father we loved”

● “He must have wondered / which had been 
the better way to die.”

‘Checking Out Me History’ by John Agard
Agard explores the effects of colonial oppression 
on subjugated people who are forced to learn 
about the history and identity of their colonial 
masters rather than their own.
Message:
Agard attacks the cultural genocide brought on 
subjugated people by colonisers and demonstrates 
the power of learning about your own history, 
culture and identity.
Themes:

● The effect of colonial oppression on history 
and identity 

Form + Quotations:
● Dramatic monologue with irregular stanza 

lengths. Indented, lengthier stanzas are 
used when talked about African and 
Caribbean historical and cultural heroes

● “Dem tell me / Wha dem want to tell me”
● “Bandage up me eye with me own history / 

Blind me to me own identity”
● “1066 and all dat” / “Dick Whittington and he 

cat” / “de cow who jump over de moon” / 
“Lord Nelson and Waterloo” / “ole King Cole 
was a merry ole soul”

● “Toussaint a slave with vision” / “Toussaint 
de beacon” / “Nanny see-far woman” / “Mary 
Seacole… a healing star among the 
wounded a yellow sunrise to the dying”

● “But now I checking out me own history / I 
carving out me identity.”



Poetry Anthology - Questions

1. Compare the ways poets present the power of memory in ‘Poppies’ and one of poem.

2. Compare the ways poets present the reality of conflict in ‘Bayonet Charge’ and one 
other poem.

3. Compare the ways poets present the abuse of power in ‘London’ and one other poem.

4. Compare the ways poets present the power of the natural world in ‘Storm on the 
Island’ and one other poem.

5. Compare the ways poets present power in ‘Ozymandias’ and one other poem.

6. Compare the ways poets present the power of place in ‘The Emigree’ and one other 
poem.

7. Compare how poets present the psychological consequences of conflict in ‘Kamikaze’ 
and one other poem.

8. Compare how poets present feelings of frustration in ‘War Photographer’ and one 
other poem.

9. Compare how poets present resistance in ‘Checking Out Me History’ and one other 
poem.

10. Compare how poets present ideas of heroism in ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’ 
and one other poem.

11.Compare how poets portray the interaction between humans and nature in ‘The 
Prelude’ and one other poem.

12.Compare how poets present ideas about control in ‘My Last Duchess’ and one other 
poem.

13. Compare how poets present the human cost of war in ‘Remains’ and one other poem.

14. Compare how poets explore ideas about identity in ‘Tissue’ and one other poem.

15. Compare how poets present ideas about the meaninglessness of war in ‘Exposure’ 
and one other poem.
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Approaches to Unseen Poetry

Unseen Poetry Q27.1 Step-by-Step: Unseen Poetry Q27.2 Step-by-Step:

Big Questions:
What is the poem about?
What is the poem really about?
How does the poet convey this?

Big Questions:
How do both poets present their ideas about the focus of 
the question?
What are the poems about?
What are the poems really about?
How do the poets convey this?

Target 4 - Focus: word-level analysis
1. Read question and highlight focus of question
2. Read title of poem - what might it suggest about the 

poem?
3. Read poem (do not annotate) - what is the poem 

about?
4. Read poem - highlight quotations that will help you to 

answer the question
5. What is the message of the poem?

Identifying similarities and differences:
1. Read question and highlight the focus of the question 

(note any different to the first question 27.1)
2. Read second poem - what perspective does it provide 

on the focus of the question?
3. Read second poem again - highlight quotations that 

will help you to answer the question
4. What are the similarities/differences between the first 

and second poems?

Target 5+
1. Read question and highlight focus of question
2. Read title of poem - what might it suggest about the 

poem?
3. Read poem (do not annotate) - what is the poem 

about?
4. Read poem - highlight quotations that will help you to 

answer the question
5. What is the message of the poem?
6. Read poem - what do you notice about the 

form/structure/rhyme scheme of the poem and how 
does this relate to the message of the poem?

Target 7+
➔ Are there any deeper or alternative interpretations of 

the poem?
➔ How does the poem impact the reader’s perception 

of the topic the poem is talking about?

Unseen Poetry 
Question 27.1 = 24
Question 27.2 = 8 
Total - 32 Marks
➔You will be given two unseen poems and will answer two questions.
➔The first question is 24 marks and requires you to analyse the first poem. 
➔The second question is 8 marks and requires you to compare the similarities and/or differences 

between the methods the poets use. 
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Unseen Poetry - Questions
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Unseen Poetry - Questions
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Upgrade Your Vocabulary

Strong / Powerful Weak / Powerless Abstract Nouns Verbs for Analysis
Dominant
Overpowering
Overwhelming
Unescapable
Violent
Aggressive
Manipulative
Shrewd
Cunning
Confident
Almighty
Omnipotent
Relentless
Unstoppable
Ongoing
Inevitable
Untameable

Submissive
Disempowered
Underwhelming
Helpless
Vulnerable
Timid
Unbearable
Quivering
Agonising
Defenceless
Incapable
Incompetent
Disenfranchised
Exploited
Deteriorating
Confined

Joy
Hopefulness
Candour
Optimism
Unease
Trepidation
Anxiety
Loyalty
Innocence
Danger
Heroism
Beauty
Independence
Patience
Freedom
Fate
Reality

Suggests
Highlights
Indicates
Reinforces
Emphasises
Promotes
Conveys
Exhibits
Supports
Exemplifies
Displays
Builds
Embodies
Explores
Illustrates
Reveals
Exposes
Encapsulates

Positive Adjectives Negative Adjectives Positive Verbs Negative Verbs
Delightful
Amiable
Unobjectionable
Victorious
Blissful
Ethereal
Comforting
Mystifying
Tantalising

Unpleasant
Insufferable
Loathsome
Grotesque
Repulsive
Irritating
Tiring
Gruelling
Callous

Unite
Adore
Feast
Evolve
Serve
Honour
Cherish
Pioneer
Reassure

Abhor
Loathe
Chide
Scold
Reprimand
Coerce
Agitate
Spew
Lament
Invade

Adverbs Intensifiers Superlatives Imperatives
Deliberately
Gleefully
Gracefully
Doubtfully
Obediently
Eagerly
Blindly
Hungrily
Boldly
Inquisitively
Perfectly
Solemnly
Faithfully
Justly
Promptly
Rapidly
Foolishly
Defiantly
Fortunately

Amazingly
Astoundingly
Dreadfully
Especially 
Exceptionally 
Extremely 
Frightfully
Incredibly 
Insanely
Moderately
Outrageously 
Radically
Remarkably
Somewhat
Strikingly 
Supremely 
Terrifically
Uncommonly
Unusually 

Bitterest 
Bloodiest
Brightest
Coldest
Cruellest
Darkest
Deadliest
Fiercest
Greatest
Largest
Likeliest 
Saddest 
Smallest 
Sourest 
Strictest
Strongest 
Toughest
Weakest 
Worthiest 

Imagine
Think
Picture
Stop
Challenge
Reach 
Share
Believe 
Take
Rise 
Own
Consider
Question
Accept
Applaud


